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ABSTRACT 
Polarization effects represent one of the unique properties of the 
Mosshauer radiation in the presence of nuclear hyperfine interact-
ions. A general theory has heen developed for the measurement and 
internretation of this phenomenon. Since the nuclear hyperfine 
interactions admix the nuclear m-suhlevels, the polarization dist-
rihution of the Mosshauer radiation could be an effective tool for 
prohing the m.icroscopic fields. Therefore, the polarization is 
characterized in terms of Stokes parameters represented on the 
t 
Poincare sT)here, Use of the multipole radiation theory and the ro-
tation matrices has "been of immense utility for the explicit calcu-
lations of the M1 (3/2~-l/2") and E2 (2"^-»0"*") radiations. Prom the 
detailed calculations, it is sho\im that the polarization mea,surem-
ents are extremely sensitive to hyperfine field parameters like 
electric field gradient, asymmetry parameter and the three Buler 
angles of rotation hetv/een the space fixed quantization coordinate 
system and the crystal fixed axis system. It is shown further that 
the results obtained with the polarization measurements are unambi-
guous and pave the way for a unique determination of the mean square 
displacement tensor in crystalline solids. The theory developed for 
the Mossbauer resonance might be useful also in the analysis of the 
optical spectra in single crystals. 
Exj-)erim.ental investigations on the Eu -'^' Schiff base complexes are 
carried out with the help of a constant acceleration M'6ssbauer 
spectrometer fabricated using the indigenous components. A non-
linear least square fit computer programme has been developed for 
the analysis of the measured Mossbauer spectra. The evaluated Iso-
mer Shifts and the quadrupole coupling constants are discussed in 
terms of the chemdcal structures. 
CHAPTER - I 
1.1 Introduction: 
Resonant scattering of the optical radiation was first observed 
-I 
by Wood in 1904 . This phenomenon could not be observed for nu-
2 
clear gamma-ray transitions till 1951 due to large recoil ener-
gy losses associated with the resonance absorption and emission, 
"5 4-5 
Special techniques * ' like preceding nuclear decays, high spe-
ed rotors and high temperature gaseous systems etc,, were emplo-
yed to compensate for the recoil energy losses. In 1958 , R,L, 
Mossbauer found that when the nuclei are bound in a crystal, the 
probability of the recoilless gamma transitions becomes quite la-
rge. He explained the observed resonant scattering of gamma-rays 
7 
based on the Lamb theory of neutron diffraction by crystals. The 
nuclear resonance absorption cross-section of gamma-rays in solids 
is given by 
where the matrix element M T ^ is given by 
M~^ = C < fje*^*^|i > . ..1.2 
C is a constant depending on nuclear and radiation matrix ele-
ments. E a JE. - B^l, with E. and E- being the energy of the 
initial and final states of the nucleus, is the transition ener-
gy and €^ and 6- are the initial and final energies of the lattice 
system, and r being the width of the excited state of the nucleus. 
? represents the position coordinate of the centre of mass of the 
absorbing nucleus and k the momentum of a photon. The total pro-
bability for the absorption of a gamma-ray of energy E is obtained 
- 2 -
by averaging 0~~7^(E) over all possible initial states and summing 
over all final states of the lattice. Thus we get the total pro-
bability as 
*^E) = Z g^ Cr^f(B) ., 1.5 
where g. is the probability that the system of nuclei will be in-
itially in the i state. Since for recoilless transitions the 
lattice state remains unchanged, hence in equation (1.3) jf>= |i>. 
Therefore, (y~ (E) will be expressed as 
C J gJ<i|e-^^-^li>|2 
° (E - E ^ r + 1 / 4 r*^  
For a l a t t i c e in thermal equilibrium, the zero-phonon absorption 
cross-section in the harmonic approximation of l a t t i c e forces i s 
q 
given by^ 
a-(E) . - ^SSStt, expC-<(k . r )%] . • . 1.5 
° (B - E ^ r + 1 / 4 ^ ^ ^ 
1,2 Recoilless Fraction: 
The probability of the zero-phonon t ransi t ions or the fraction 
10 
of the total transitions which is recoilless is given by 
f = exp[;-<(k.r)2>j] = exp[-k^<x^>j] .. 1.6 
vrfiere x i s the component of r along k. This fraction i s also 
known as the Lamb-Mossbauer fraction and frequently also the 
Debye - Waller factor. In the Debye approximation i t can be 
shown that 
<x2> = - 2 £ « [ i ^ ^ /QD/T - ^ | J L _ ] . . 1.7 
- 3 -
where M is the mass of the absorhing nucleus, 9-Q is the Dehye tem-
perature of the solid. In the low temperature limit, T<<9jj, the 
integral can be extended to + » and thus 
E 2 2 
f = exp [ - g - | ^ i l " + ^ ^ — } ] ; T«eD. . . 1.9a 
11 
In the high temperature l imi t 
6EpT 
f = exp [ ^ ] ; T>/ 1/2 e ,^ . . 1.9b 
j2 
in which Ep = 5- is the free nucleus recoil energy. This exp-
^ 2Mc'^  
ression shows that the recoilless fraction decreases with increas-
ing temperature, Further, higher the Debye temperature of the so-
lid, the larger is the recoilless fraction. Since E^ comes in the 
numerator of the exponent, f-factor will be appreciable only for 
relatively low transition energies for which Ej^ is small. 
The f-faetor in Mossbauer resonance is wrongly termed and interpre-
ted as the Debye - Waller factor similar to the one observed in X-
ray diffraction. However, the electroma,gnetic interaction responsi-
ble for the Mossbauer scattering is(-e/mc) !,?• and for the X-ray 
scattering it is (e /2mc )A where A is the electromagnetic field 
representing the vector potential and ? being the momentum of the 
nucleons in the nucleus. The (e /2mc )A interaction leads to 'fast 
collisions*. The collision time is so short that the Debye - Waller 
12 
fac tor can be represented as 
f - f(£^ -k^) = <ilexp[i(2j^ - g^ ) , r ] J i > T . •• 1.10 
- 4 -
Here k. and k^ are the wave-vectors of the incident and sca t tered 
waves, respec t ive ly and ji> represents the t o t a l wave function of 
the p a r t i c l e s ins ide the c r y s t a l . I t should be noted tha t the 
Dehye - Waller fac tor contains the momentum t r a n s f e r (k^ - k - ) and 
thus i s d i r ec t ion dependent and i t applies t o non-resonant s c a t t e r -
ing of X-rays and gamma-rays whereas the Lamb-Mosshauer fac tor i s 
not such a d i r ec t ion dependent quanti ty although i t i s dependent on 
c ry s t a l o r i en ta t ions . * 
The measurement of f - fac to rs gives information on the mean square 
displacement of n u c l e i . This important aspect i s spec ia l ly useful 
for the Mossbauer atoms as an impurity in so l id s and the measureme-
15 
nt wi l l give impurity host force constants which otherwise are 
not amenable through other experimental measurements. 
To have some idea of the influence of s t a t i c disorder on the f-
fac tor , the pos i t ion vector ? (Bq, 1,2) may be expressed as 
? n = ^ * ' = ' ' ^ * 4 •• •'••'1 
Here x^ describes the ideal equilibrium position of the n sca-
tterer (vAiich leads to Bragg diffraction) while Ax^ and /^ are 
the static and thermal displacements, respectively. Both of these 
displacements influence the scattering process. The static disor-
14-
der factor can be defined as 
g(k^ - k^) = < exp[i(?^L -^f).'^"XI>« •• ''•12 
Prom this expression we see that the disorder factor depends on 
momentum transfer and hence is direction dependent. This leads to 
non-resonant scattering. This factor, indeed, is of the form of a 
Debye - Waller factor. Due to disorders in the lattice sites, the 
- 5 -
Lamb-Mossbauer factor will be decreased. Therefore, by measuring 
the recoi l less factor, the s t a t i c disorders created by radiation 
damages e t c . , could be probed by f-factor measurements, This t o -
pic needs further investigations and could have potential applica-
t ions in the study of defect so l ids . 
Presence of a relaxing localized mode, created as a result of af-
t e r effects of radioactive decay in the Mossbauer source, could 
resul t in complicated non-Iorentiian l ine shapes. Time dependent 
poplilation of localized mode modulates the l a t t i c e auto-time co -
relat ion function, thus affecting the line shape and other observa-
ble parameters l ike f-factor and second order Doppler sh i f t , which 
depend upon the dynamics of atomic motions. Relaxation rate depen-
dent f-factor may give r i se to f i c t i t ious temperature dependence of 
15 Debye temperature as calculated in a Mdssbauer experiment . 
Radio frequency fields perturb the Mdssbauer spectra through acous-
t i c phonons generated in the samples due to the magneto-elastic or 
16 piezo-elast ic coupling' , Effect of r,f« f ields i s to give r ise to 
a large number of additional l ines at energies E ^ nh u>-, symmet-
r ica l ly placed around the \inperturbed zero-phonon l ine ( ^ ^ being 
the frequency of the applied r . f , f i e ld ) . The additional l ines are 
generated as a resul t of the t rans i t ion in which *n* phonons of fre-
quency to £ are ei ther emitted or absorbed during the nuclear t r ans i -
tion"''^. 
The width of the recoi l less nuclear radiation i s extremely narrow, 
almost equal to the natural linewidth of the nuclear excited s ta te . 
This special feature of the Mossbauer effect has enabled to measure 
the extremely small energies such as result ing from perturbations 
on the nuclear t rans i t ion energies. The e lec t ros ta t ic and magnetic 
- 6 -
interactions with nuclear moments, known as the 'Nuclear hyperfine 
interactions', are responsible for shifting as well as splitting 
of the nuclear energy levels. Among these the significant ones are 
the electric monopole interaction (Isomer shift), electric quadru-
pole interaction and the magnetic hyperfine interaction, 
1,2 Hyperfine Interactions: 
1.2,1 Isomer Shift: 
Isomer shift arises due to the electrostatic interaction between 
the charge distribution of the nucleus and the surrounding electro-
nic cloud which have a non-vanishing probability in the nuclear 
region. For the calculation, the nucleus is assumed to be a charged 
sphere with uniform electronic charge density over the nuclear di-
mension. The difference of the electrostatic interaction energy be-
tween a hypothetical point nucleus and that of an actual nucleus ha-
ving radius R, both having the same electronic chaTge density, 
/^(O) « - e Z I %J0) j2, is given by^ 
6E = ^Ze\ 1 yj^(O) I^R^, ,. 1,12 
Therefore, the change in energy of the emitted gamma-ray will be 
where B.^^ and R - are the radii of the nucleus in the excited and 
ground states, respectively. Here we have assumed that the size of 
the nucleus does not affect the electronic wave-function, hence 
iH^(o)r is same for the excited state and the ground state of the 
nucleus, 
The isomer shift actually observed in the Mossbauer spectrum is the 
difference of the nuclear transition energy in the source and that 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
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in the a'bsor'ber. Therefore, the quantity which can "be measured 
in a Mossbauer experiment will be the difference of the tenn . 
^^^ex "* ^ ^sd) '^°^ "^ ®^ source and the absorber, having different 
values of |^(o) |^, i.e., 
Isomer shift, 6 = (6E^ ^ - ^\^)Ss.^^\x-^\&hovLroe 
= fZe2(R2^.R|^) [|Y^(0)|2>1 H;(0)|2J 
.i!£ze2R2(^)[|H^^(0)j2 - iH/^(0)|2] .. 1.14 
where 6R = R^^ - R ^ and R = (R^^ + \^)/^* Due to this shift 
the centroid of the Mossbauer spectrum is shifted from the zero 
velocity to a velocity given by (Pig, I.I) 
V =^Ze2R2 ^if) [jH^^(0)l2 -IV^COI^] . .. 1.15 
The expression for the isomer shift consists of two factors: One 
is the difference in the mean radius of the nucleus in the excited 
and the ground states and the other is the difference in the ele-
ctron density at the nuclues in the source and the absorber. This 
difference in the electron density arises due to different solid 
state environments. The different valence states of an atom may 
also have different JH^(0)1 even if they differ only by non s-
state electrons having vanishing density at the nucleus. 
The isomer shift can be used to determine either of the two fac-
tors ( ^ ) or (lM^j^(0)j2-}vf^(0)|2). In the case of ionic comp-
ounds the solid state environmental pert\irbations are negligible 
and the ionic wave-functions in the solid can be approximated by 
the free ion wave-functions. Therefore, for ionic compounds the 
difference in |H^(0)| can be calculated fairly accurately and 
&R 
with the help of these compounds one can deteimine %• for the 
- 8 -
Mossbauer nucleus . Once the factor -j^ is estimated, the I.S, 
form a basis for maJcing measurements of s-character electronic 
density changes in solids at the site of Mossbauer nuclei, 
1.2,2 Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction: 
The second order term in the multipole expansion of the electro-
19 20 
static interaction * between the nucleus and electron cloud 
surrounding it is known as the quadrupole interaction, G?his ari-
ses due to the deviation of the nuclear charge distribution from 
spherical symmetry. This does not shift the nuclear energy levels 
but lift their (21+1) - fold degeneracy as can be seen in the fo-
llowing: 
The quadrupole interaction energy is given by 
g2^ 
where V,. ^  « (-•' J ^ - — ) ^ is the gradient of the electric field at the 
13 OX.^  OXJ O ° 
nucleus for e l e c t r o s t a t i c p o t e n t i a l ^ ( r ) due t o a l l the non-nuclear 
charges and Q.. are t he components of nuclear quadrupole moment des-
cribed by 
Qij. '^f^^H^f^if^) /^(r)dr . . 1,17 
in which /^(r) is the nuclear charge density. The value of Q.^ 
can be obtained in the form of its quantum mechanical operator 
using Wigner-Eckart theorem and making the use of Laplace equation 
^xxf^yy^^zz"^* ^^® expression for the quadrupole interaction Hamil-
tonian is obtained as 
where Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment defined as the expectation 
- 9 -
v a l u e of ( 3 Z ' - r ) fo r a s t a t e ha.ving maxin-um va lue of p r o j e c t i o n 
Quantum nural^er. The e l e c t r i c f i e l d g rnd ien t a and t h e asyrinetry 
parameter n are def ined as eq = Y and n = -??—'-^', 0<i^1 v.dth 
zz 
the convention \Y \>\Y \>\Y 1. The other syn'bols in the exp-
zz XX yy' 
ression have their usual meaning. For axially symmetric field gra-
dient , n will be zero and v/e v/ill get 
The eigen energy valtie of this operator will "be 
It is to be noted that the states having magnetic quantum number 
_+ mj will rem.ain degenerate (Pig. 1.1), Further, the value of Q 
is zero for K1 , therefore for states having I<1 the quadrupole 
interaction is identically zero. 
Measurements of the quadrupole coupling give the product of the 
nuclear mom.ent ajid electric field gradient at the nucleus. Thus 
to obtain a value for the nuclesr moment one require.? an indepen-
dent evaluation of the e.f.g, tensor. In various type of solids 
the contribution to the field gradient a.t the nucleus comes from 
p •! 
the following sources : (i) charge exi;ernal to the atom: the 
ionic charges of the lattice produce a field gradient at a given 
atomic site. (ii) Electrons belonging to the atom: in transition 
ions the inner d or f shells are not com.pletely filled and cause 
a field gradient at the nucleus. (iii) Polarization of inner sh-
ells of the atom.: The filled inner shells have spherical symmetry 
and normally give no contribution to the field gradient. Hov/ever, 
both external charges outside the atom and its own unnaired elec-
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trons can polarize these inner shells which then v/ill contrihute 
to the field gradient at the nucleus. The interesting i-forma-
tioh can he derived from the intensity of the quadrupole pecJcs 
ohserved for 3/2"^ -^>1/2" nuclear transitions. If v;e assiime thot 
the Mosshauer recoil free factor is isotropic then the intensity-
rat io of the Ti-(+3/2 - +1/2 lines) andcJ--(+l/2 - +1/2) components 
are given hy 
i;i= (^ -3cos»e5 •• -^^ ^ 
v/here 6 i s the angle between the V - a x i s ?nd the d i rec t ion of ^-
zz 
emission. I t i s t o he noted tha t (I +I<r) i s independent of 9. 
Secondly, the r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s of it andc3-components can he 
adjusxed "by changing the value of 0. 
If v/e measure the quadrupole in t e rac t ion in po lyc rys ta l l ine mat-
e r i a l s with i so t rop ic d i s t r i h u t i o n of the f i e ld g rad ien t s , usua-
l l y one finds that the two peaks have the sajne i n t e n s i t y . This 
can be in terpre ted by in tegra t ing B q , ( l . 2 l ) over a l l d i r ec t i ons : 
T^ i!'^3(l+cos^e)sinede 
i B _ _ -I 1 P9 
-L«r /«(5-3cos'^e)sinede 
However, i t has been shown by G-oldanskii tha t i f the Mossbauer 
r e c o i l free fac tor i s an i so t rop ic , \ie should have 
T^ r ^ 3 (l+cos^e)f(0)sinGde 
T" = -^ 5 # 1 . . 1.23 
/Ql5-3cos'^e)f(e)sin0de 
and we see tha t the rieaks v;ith d i f ferent i n t e n s i t i e s even v;ith 
these po lyc rys ta l l ine ma te r i a l s . This effect has been observed 
in metal-organic compounds, spec i f i ca l l y those of i ron , t i n and 
europium. Fur ther , the two peaks have dif ferent areas but same 
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half width. It has been shown by Karyagin ^ that if fluctuations 
of the field gradient value occur, we may have pealcs with differ-
ent spectral shapes. The influence of fluctuating internal fields 
on the shape of the MSssbauer spectrum has also been investigated 
24. by Blume ^. 
1.2.3 Magnetic Hyperfine Structures 
Magnetic effects arise from the interaction of the nuclear mag-
netic moment with the magnetic field produced at the nucleus by 
the surrounding electrons. Prom the conservation of parity it fo-
llows that the nucleus can not have magnetic quadrupole moment, 
therefore, only non-vanishing term upto the second order is the 
dipole term which represents the interaction of the magnetic dipole 
moment of the nucleus with the magnetic field. If H be the magne-
tic field at the nucleus, the interaction Hamiltonian is 
in which g^ ^ is the nuclear g-factor, /i is the nuclear magneton and 
I is the total angular momentum of the nuclear state. Hence the 
eigen energy is given by 
^ — ^/^n^^I •• 1-25 
where m^ is the projection quantum ntunber in the direction of the 
magnetic field. Thus there are (21 + 1) equally spaced levels. In 
the Pig, (1.1), these levels are shown for Pe ' along with six mag-
netic lines. 
The magnetic field at the nucleus is contributed by the electronic 
orbital motion and their intrinsic spin. The field produced by the 
electronic spin can be considered from the spin magnetization 'out-
- 12 -
side and inside* the nucleus separately. The former gives the di-
pole-dipole interaction and l a t e r gives what i s called the Fermi-
contact interaction * , 
( i ) Contribution of the Orbital Magnetic Moment: 
The effective magnetic field at the nucleus due to the orbital mo-
t ion of the electrons i s given by 
'^  = - 2pg<5><rJ^> . . 1.26 H 
where S = 7r=- is the electron Bohr magneton and <Ii> is the orbi-
•^ e 2m^ 
0 A 
tal angular momentum. This field is of the order of 10 Gauss in 
iron transition elements when the orblial angular momentum is not 
completely quenched. 
(il) Due to Electron Spin Magnetic Moment: 
(a) The interaction for the spin dipolar coupling is given by 
This field is relatively small with respect to Permi-contact and 
is of the order of 10 Gauss, 
(b) In the case of Fermi-contact interaction there is a direct co-
upling between the nucleus and unpaired s-electron density and is 
given by 
The spin-dipolar interaction vanishes for the spherical sjnnmetry 
of the electron spin density as well as for the closed and half 
filled shells of electrons; in particular it vanishes for a single 
s-electron. But from Eq,(l.28) we see that Fermi-contact interac-
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t ion is the only interaction present for an s-electron "becatise an 
s-electron has no orbi tal momentum and i t s spherically symmetric 
magnetization outaide the nucleus produces zero magnetic field at 
the nucleus. This i s f in i te and very large for s-electrons and is 
of the order of ^0 Gauss. 
The Permi-contact contribution can be subdivided into three cont-
ributions : 
( i ) from core s-electrons (in closed she l l s ) , 
( i i ) from s-electrons covalently mixed into 'magnetic* electron sh-
e l l s (open she l l s ) , and 
( i i i ) from conduction electrons which have s-character. 
The importance of the core electron contribution was realized vrfien 
26 
the hyperfine field in iron was found to be negative . No othe> 
contribution could be found to produce such a large negative cont-
ribution. On looking in the core, the s-electrons are paired and 
thus the number of electrons with spin up is equal to the number of 
electrons with spin down and hence in the first order these electr-
ons produce no hyperfine field. In second order there is an exchange 
interaction between s-electron spins and the unpaired 3d-electron 
spins which le^ds to core polarization due to which a net spin den-
sity results at the nucleus for each closed s-shell, with the resu-
lting hyperfine field HQ(Eq. 1,28), the supei^osition of contributions 
from all the s-electron shells. The magnetic hyperfine field is said 
to be positive when it is parallel to the magnetization, M, In or-
der that positive fields correspond to positive spins, the spins are 
said to be positive when directed anti-parallel to M, since an elec-
tron carries a negative charge. The exchange interaction between the 
3d-electrons and the core s-electrons causes a repulsion of electrons 
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wi th a n t i - p a r a l l e l s p i n s which may be unders tood as "below: The 
P a u l i p r i n c i p l e ( a n t i - s y m m e t r i z a t i o n of wave f u n c t i o n s ) causes 
t h e e l e c t r o n s wi th p a r a l l e l s p i n s t o be f a r t h e r away from each 
o t h e r on t h e average than t h e e l e c t r o n s wi th a n t i - p a r a l l e l s p i n s . 
However, t h i s holds fo r ' n o n - i n t e r a c t i n g ' e l e c t r o n s , i^lhen t h e 
Coulomb i n t e r a c t i o n comes i n t o p l a y , t h e i n t e r a c t i o n w i l l be l a -
r g e r fo r e l e c t r o n s of a n t i - p a r a l l e l s p i n ( s ince they apnear t o be 
c l o s e r t o g e t h e r ) . This causes a g r e a t e r r e p u l s i o n of t h e a n t i -
p a r a l l e l sp in e l e c t r o n s than t h a t of t h e p a r a l l e l ones or an eff-
e c t i v e a t t r a c t i o n between p a r a l l e l sp in e l e c t r o n s . Thus inne r 
s h e l l e l e c t r o n s produce a n e g a t i v e s p i n d e n s i t y a t t h e nucleus 
which produces a n e g a t i v e hyper f ine f i e l d c o n t r i b u t i o n , whi le t h e 
oppos i t e i s t r u e of ou t e r s h e l l e l e c t r o n s . The ne t hyper f ine f i -
e ld then depends-on whether t h e i n n e r or t h e ou t e r e l e c t r o n s p r o -
duce the g r e a t e r c o n t r i b u t i o n . Table ( 1 , 1 ) shows t h e hyperf ine 
27 f i e l d s produced by t h e v a r i o u s s - e l e c t r o n s 
Table 1 . 1 : Core e l e c t r o n exchange -oo la r i za t ion Magnetic 
F i e l d at Nucle i i n k i l o g a u s s 
Wave func t ion Mn'^'^(3d^) Fe^'^(3d^) Pe^"^(3d^) 
Is i 2502840 
1 Si-2502870 
3st 31210 
5si -30470 
-30 
-1410 
+740 
-50 
-1790 
+1215 
-30 
2st 226670 . . ^ d'ron i-^-in 
2s l -228080 ^^^^^ - ^ ^ 5 ° -^^^^ 
+790 
T o t a l -700 -630 -550 
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As cp.n "be seen, the 2s-e lec t rons are more polp.rized than the 1s-
e l ec t rons , since the former ha,ve a grea ter overlap v/ith the 3d-
e l ec t rons . On the otherhand, the 3s-e lec t rons overlap even more, 
hut they are somewhat 'confused' since they l i e pa r t l y ins ide ajid 
p a r t l y outside the 3d-e lec t rons . The net effect i s tha t the inner 
e lect rons predominate, so tha t a negative hyperfine f ie ld r e s u l t s . 
There i s one more contr ihut ion to the magnetic f i e l d , the 'Local ' 
f ie ld contr ihut ion ^\rhich cons is t s of the externa l demagnetizing 
and Lorentz f i e l d s . All of these are more or l e s s uniform through-
out the sample. They are usual ly verj'- small , of the order of se -
10 
verrl kilogauss i.e., 
v/here H is the magnetizatioli, M* is the domain magnetization (M = 
M' in a paramagnet), and D is the demagnetization factor. 
The atomic electron spin relaxation affects the magnetic hyperfine 
structure. The atomic spins flip due to the spin-spin and spin-
lattice vibration interactions and hence the net effective field 
at the nucleus will also change its direction along v;ith the spin 
flip. At a given temperature if T be the flipping time of the 
s 
spin and X be the mean life of the nuclear decaying Mossbauer st-
ate, the follov/ing will be the expected results: \Ihen T >>T, the 
nucleus will observe as no change of spin and therefore the Mossb-
auer spectrum will be the superposition of the spectra corresponding 
to different orientations of the atomic spins. If the energy diff-
erence of the different orientations is much larger thajn kT , only the 
lov/est magnetic sub-level v/ill be effectively populated and the sp-
ectrum will have a single hyperfine pattern. On the otherhand if 
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this difference is of the order of M?, the spectrum will be the 
superposition of spectra with different effective magnetic fields. 
When T <<X, the net hyperfine field at the nucleus will be due to 
the average of all the orientations of spins and thus the average 
field may be zero also and so the spectrum will have only a single 
line. And when T '^T, the relaxation effects will be observable. 
In this case the field will veury between positive and negative va-
lues according to as m_(t) , the magnetic quantiun number, varia-
tion and the spectrum will be a complicated one, 
1,3 General Considerations: 
It is well known from the literature that the polarization measure-
ments in the field of atomic spectroscopy, electron spin resonance 
and Raman spectroscopy etc,, have played an important role in the 
elucidation of the electronic structiire of atoms, molecules and ma-
terials. Such type of measurements have not been exploited in the 
Mossbauer spectroscopy. There has been a little or no effort in the 
utilization of the polarization of the Mdssbauer gamma radiations 
for the determination of the structure of matter. The difficulty 
seems to arise from the techniques of measuring the gamma-ray po-
29 
larizations. However, there are some very good methods which 
have been developed in recent years could be employed for polariza-
tion measurements. The analysis of the polarization of M5ssbauer 
gamma-rays requires a detailed theoretical analysis of the multi-
pole radiation. Such theory as applied to the Mossbauer resonance 
in the presence of nuclear hyperfine interactions does not exist. 
In chapters III axid IV of this thesis such a theory is developed 
in its full details revealing the immense utility of polarization 
measurements, XJalculations are also presented for the evaluation 
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of the polarization parameters with reference to single crystals 
30 
where any other method*^  employed in the evaluation of hyperfine 
field parameters have unavoidable unknown perturhing effects such 
as the Goldanskii-Karyagin effect etc.,. The caicuations, though 
cumbersome, are carried out in the most general sense and with sp-
ecial applications to M1 and E2 Mosshauer radiations. 
In chapters II and V instrumentation and experimental details in-
cluding the data analysis are presented for the materials investi-
gated. 
CHAPTER - I I 
INSTRUT I^BNTATION 
2.1 In t roduct ion: 
In t h i s chppter instrumentation and equipment required for obs-
erving the Mbsshauer resonance i s discussed. Bas ica l ly i t con-
s i s t s of a ve loc i ty drive system, monochromatic source of r e c o i l -
free gsOTBa-rays, resonaJit ahsorber, gamma-ray detect ion and cou-
n t ing system and data storage devices. In genera l , Mossbauer 
"5 31 32 experiments are performed by two methods * * - s c a t t e r i n g and 
transmission geometries. In s ca t t e r i ng experiments, the detector 
obser^/es only the s c a t t e r e r not the source and thus i t detects 
the sca t te red gamjna-rays as v;ell as conversion e lectrons or the 
follov/ing X-rays, In t h i s geometry the background a r i ses due to 
the sca t t e r ing of higher-energy gamma-rays, v/hen they are present , 
and non-resonant e l a s t i c s ca t t e r i ng (Rayleigh Sca t te r ing) of the 
resona2it r ad i a t i on . Sca t te r ing experiments though ejre imnortant 
in some area^s of research such as surface ana.lysis, very th ick ab-
sorbers and low f - fac tor sajnples e t c . , yet they have not been used 
in the - tud ies of hyperfine in t e rac t ions ejid p r inc ipa l ax:es de ter -
mination in s ingle c r y s t a l s . In a well designed sca t t e r ing experi-
ment the s ignal to noise r a t i o may be much laj?ger than in a t r a n s -
mission experiment and the counting ra tes are much smaller r e l a t i ve ly . 
Thus they require high source i n t ens i t y and careful a t t en t ion to 
gemoetry and shie lding in order to minimize background s c a t t e r i n g . 
In transmassion experiments the Mbssba.uer spect ra are taJcen by t r a n s -
m.itting gamma-rays through an absorber. The counting ra te consists 
not only of the resonantly absorbed gctmma-rays but also of the back-
ground due t o other rad ia t ions l i ke higher energy gamma-rays and 
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non-resonant absorption of these rays such as photoe lec t r ic abso-
rp t ion e t c . , . The t rue counting r a t e i s being affected due to the 
background and the measurement or est imate of t h i s i s one of the 
problems in both transmission and s c a t t e r i n g experiments. In t he -
se exDeriments an important ouantity i s defined as M = (N -N ) / 
- a o ' 
(N -IV), where N is the counting rate in the absence of the reso-
nant absorption (when either the source or absorber is in motion), 
N is the counting rate in the presence of resonant absorption 
(when both the source and absorber are at rest), and N, is the bac-
kground. Obviously, M is a ratio not depending on experimental 
parameters such as on source intensity and geometry like in scatt-
ering experiments. In a well designed experiment its value varies 
from 0.01 or less to 0.70 or even higher . 
•2.2 Velocity Spectrometer: 
Mossbauer spectroscopy needs very small and precisely determined 
Doppler shifts in energy of the recoilless gamma-rays so that the 
resonant absorption may be stiidied as a function of the energy. 
For the recoilless radiation emitted by Pe''' and Bu''^ ' etc., the 
maximum velocity needed for recording the hyperfine interaction 
is of the order of 1 cm/s. To provide such a velocity, two types 
of velocity spectrometers are in use - constant velocity-^^ and 
constant acceleration types'^  *-^'^'*-^  . The constant velocity spec-
trometer, such as constructed from a lathe motion^ , receives 
data at one velocity and then is reset to obtain data at a new 
velocity. The required setup is quite simple. Pulses from the 
output of the detector are applied to the input of a linear amp-
lifier through a preamplifier. A single channel analyzer is used 
to select the pulses corresponding to the photopeak of the M6'ssb-
- 20 
auer gamma-rays. These pulses are counted by a scalar. After 
each measurement the velocity of the drive is reset to a new one. 
Thus the main advantage of this type of velocity drive is that 
only a useful portion of the spectrum is scanned at will. The 
disadvantage of this type of spectrometer is that any instn^ment-
al drifts like detector high voltage, amplifier gain etc,, or 
decay of the source in the case of short lived parent isotopes 
may change apnreciably the counting rate. This will cause an 
error. For these reasons, constant velocity spectrometers are 
usually restricted to cases involving small changes in line shape. 
This drawback of constant velocity spectrometer is removed in the 
constant acceleration type which rapidly sweeps through a range 
of velocities. In a single cycle the velocity of the drive chang-
es continuously from -v to +v. This tjrpe of spectrometer requires 
a data storage device since many repetitions over the velocity 
scan are necessary in order that a spectrum with sufficiently small 
statistical error is acquired, Tv/o basic designs of this have 
3 35 been used * -electromechanical systems and mechanical systems. 
We have opted for the electromechanical system. This has been de-
signed and fabricated along with the electronic circuits using ind-
igenous components. The details are discussed as under. 
The construction of this electrom.echanical drive is similar to a 
back to back loudspeaker design. There are two coils - drive coil 
and pick-up coil. The drive coil is made of enamelled copner wire 
(gauge -38, 240 turns, 36-o) and pick-up coil is made from the 
enamelled copper wire of gauge -44 with the total resistance of 
280Xlhaving 2,000 turns. These coils are wound at the ends of 
a light cylinderical epoxy frame. This frame is rigidly atta-
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ched at the centre of a brass rod of 1/8 diameter threaded at the 
ends. Mossbauer source is mounted at the one end of this rod. The 
rod is held fixed hy the help of two 10 mil copper-beryllium discs 
in the form of diaphragm in such a way that the coils move freely 
inside the magnetic field. Further, the discs are fixed to an 
alTiminium cylinder, rigidly. The constant magnetic field is pro-
vided by the Alnico Iron magnets in a circular form. The magnet 
iron is just the soft iron. Care needs to be taJcen to have free 
vibrational motion of the coil frame when all parts are assembled. 
The assembled spectrometer and the necessary parts of it to be sh-
own worthwhile separately are depicted in Pig, 2,1, 
As the current is applied to the drive coil placed in the magnetic 
field, force is generated and the entire coil frame moves. Conse-
quently, an e,m,f, is induced in the pick-up coil attached to the 
same frame. This e.m.f, is directly proportional to the velocity 
of the brass rod and is used as signal for the control application 
in the velocity seirvo system design (described later). Since the 
frequency response of the drive is not linear, the distortions are 
introduced and the velocity wave form is not exactly the wave form 
of the applied signal. The distortion is minimum when the applied 
wave form is sinusoidal but in that case the time spent at differ-
ent velocity intervals is not equal. If the applied voltage is 
saw-toothed (or triangular), the acceleration of the drive is con-
stant and therefore equal time is spent at all equal velocity int-
ervals. But since the harmonic contents of the saw-tooth wave are 
large therefore large distortions are introduced. To remove 'this 
distortion* a feedback system is used. The difference between the 
drive and pick-up voltages is amplified and is fed back to the drive 
coil. By using the feedback system the velocity of the drive is 
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made to follow the desired functional form. In feedback operat-
ions the high frequency response is a troublesome factor. There 
is mechanical resonance of the drive occuring around 18 Hz and 
electrical resonance at about 3.5 kHz, Thus the convenient ope-
rational frequency of the saw-toothed signal to the drive is 
around 20 Hz. 
Fig, 2.2 gives the block diagram of the M6*ssbauer instrumentation, 
A part of gamma-rays coming from the source is absorbed in the 
resonant absorber. Part of the rays pass through the absorber 
and are conveirted into a voltage pulse proportional in height to 
the energy of the ray absorbed in the detector. This analog pulse 
is amplified. Part of the pulse spectrum is selected by a single-
channel analyzer which produces unit pulses. A multichannel ana-
lyzer, operated in the multiscalar mode, counts each pulse from 
the single channel analyzer in the channel which is open at that 
moment. A pulse generator opens one channel after the other with 
precisely constant time intervals. After the last channel, the 
first one is addressed again, and so on. 
Synchronism between the mechanical motion and the analyzer is mai-
ntained by using the X-output of the analyzer itself as the refe-
rence signal. The analog X-output of the Multichannel Analyzer 
(MCA), ND-1100 series made by Nuclear Data Incorporated, U.S.A., 
provides a ramp waveform. This wave form is actually an ascend-
ing (or descending) staircase. It is difficult for the drive sy-
stem to follow this wave form. Several methods' '^° have been 
used to smoothen this signal. All these methods involve compli-
cated electronic circuitry. However, we have found that the use 
of a FED in the source follower configuration serves this function 
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effectively without the need for an external circuitry. Since FET 
has large input impedance, the external capacitances aJid resista-
nces are so chosen that it gives a gradual fall to the signal in-
stead of a sharp fall of the ramp input signal. The staircase dis-
continuities are also integrated out in the same circuit. Such a 
circuit is shown in Pig, 2,5. Input and output relations are also 
shown in the figure. The slope adjustment is made in such a way 
that the velocity return from large negative to large positive 
should he smooth with optimal useful data channels. The slanted 
saw-tooth shaped reference signal obtained after the source follo-
wer circuit is applied to the circuit in Fig, 2,5(a) whereupon it 
is amplified and fed to the drive coil of the system. The corres-
ponding e,m,f, is generated in the pick-up which is fed to an ope-
rational amplifier through the emitter follower. The pick-up vol-
tage is compared with the reference signal at the input of operat-
ional amplifier A2. Difference of the reference signal and the 
pick-up voltage is amplified and fed hack to the drive coil. Thus, 
pick-up voltage attains the same shape as that of the reference si-
gnal and the velocity thus offered hy the drive system will be pro-
portional to the reference voltage. The feedback capacitor of 0,1 
/^f and resistance of 28k-n. suppress the high frequency gain. It 
may be noted that the feedback is to be maintained as negative for 
all frequencies of the reference signal otherwise oscillations will 
result if the conditions are not proper , The error amplification 
part is shown in Pig, 2.4-. The adjustable resistance R controls 
the current gain. The double emitter follower provides low output 
impedance. Trajisistors AG125, AC127 and AC152, (BEL make) are used 
for the power amplification section. Resistances R^  and Rp are 
made using Nichrome wire wound on mica. The output impedance of 
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the circuit is around 56-^ to match the drive coil impedance. This 
section of the circuit requires cooling. In mounting the cooling 
fan care is taken to avoid the electrical noise generated "by the 
fan motor. The capacitor C. protects the power amplification sec-
tion as the d.c, imhalances in operational amplifiers drive the 
output to supply voltages. In controlling the gain with R care 
is taken to avoid oscillations of frequency ~ 3,5kHz which hec-
ome self sustaining in the feedback system at high gains. 
The drive imparts constant acceleration to the source and the mo-
tion of the source is a parabola during each cycle of operation. 
We have also fabricated an electronic circuit for modulating the 
detector pulses with the velocity signal. These pulses were fed 
to the multichannel analyzer for pulse height analysis. However, 
Mossbauer spectrum was not very satisfactory. This method, how^ 
ever, is inferior to that of the MCS mode of operation as described 
above, 
2,3 Detector: 
The type of de tec tor used depends upon the energy of the gamma-
3 41 
rays-^* , Generally, three types of de tec tors are used in the 
Mossbauer spectroscopy - propor t ional counters , s c i n t i l l a t i o n cou-
n t e r s and the so l id s t a t e de t ec to r s . The proport ional coimters 
have very good reso lu t ion in the energy range from IkeY to 20keT 
but t h e i r eff iciency f a l l s very rapidly with increasing energy. 
The s c i n t i l l a t i o n counters can be used from about 5keV to the max-
imum energy which can be used in a MSssbauer experiment. We have 
used the s c i n t i l l a t i o n counters , For Bu'-" '^ , we have used 2 ram 
th ick Nal (Tl) c r y s t a l with 2*' (|). This i s mounted onto a RCA 
photo-raultiplier-6910 with the help of canadabalsam. This c rys t a l 
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i s purchased from the Bhahha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, A 
t h i n black tape i s wrapped around tlae photo-tube t o avoid leakage 
57 
of l i g h t . Another s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter used for Fe has 0,2 mm 
th ick Nal(Tl) c rys t a l with 1,5^ ^, The d e t a i l s of t h i s counter 
are BICRON Model 1.5x M x 0.008 x / 1 . 5 BH* SBR U257 - in low bac-
kground Chrome pla ted aluminium housing, with 0.005 beryllium rad-
/ / . 
i a t i o n entrance window, i n t e g r a l l y mounted t o a 1,5 $ photomulti-
p l i e r tube with mu-metal magnetic sh i e ld , vol tage divider and p re -
ampl i f ier . This counter i s purchased recent ly from Newbury, Ohio, 
U.S,A, Thiclaiess of the c ry s t a l plays an important ro le in detec-
t i n g the r a d i a t i o n . The reason for the use of s c i n t i l l a t i o n coun-
57 
t e r over proport ional counter for Fe i s the b e t t e r detect ion 
ef f ic iency, 
2.4 Sources: 
Two di f ferent sources are used for t h i s t h e s i s work. One i s the 
Sm -'''F3 anhydrous source which decays t o the excited s t a t e of the 
Eu '^  forming the source of 21.6keV Mossbauer gamma r a y s . Source 
s t rength has been 100 mCi with half l i f e ^ 93y. This was purchased 
from New England Nuclear Corporation, Boston, Messachusetts, USA. 
The source has been deposited in a 5.0mm (|) ac t ive area of a 12 mm (() 
p l a s t i c source mount and encapsulated in liucite by hot high p r e -ssure cas t ing . 
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The other source i s Go which decays t o the excited s t a t e s of Pe. 
The nuclear t r a n s i t i o n of 14.4 keV gamma-rays betv/een f i r s t excited 
— — 57 
s t a t e 3/2" and ground s t a t e l /2~ of Pe i s the only useful Mossha-
uer r ad i a t i on . The source was purchased from BARC, Bomhay in 1975. 
57 
The Co has been diffused in to Copper matrix which gives a mono-
chromatic r ad i a t ion . I t s s t rength was iii-l .8 mCi and Ti,^ ^ 270d. 
2.5 Cal ibra t ion of the Spectrometer: 
The experiment has been performed for various absorbers. The de t -
a i l s of these absorbers are given in chapter -V of t h i s t h e s i s , a-
FepO,(90^enriched) absorber has been used for the ve loc i ty ca l i b r -
at ion of the spectrometer and the BUpO, absorber as a reference s t -
151 andard for the comparision of other Eu -^  experimental spec t ra . 
( i ) The a-PepO, has been purchased from Oak Ridge National labo-
r a t o r y , U.S.A. About 2,5 mg of a-PepO- was mixed with a non-reac-
t i v e organic compound, anthracene. The t o t a l amount of 50 mg of 
t h i s powder was placed in to a perspex c i r c u l a r holder of 2,0 cm ^, 
The spectrum of a-FCpO, i s shown in Pig, 2 , 5 , I t has s ix l i ne s 
showing magnetic hyperfine s p l i t t i n g . The separat ion between the 
/p 
outer l i n e s of t h i s spectrum i s 16,7 mm/s^ , 
( i i ) The other one used in EUpO, absorber purchased from Koch-Light 
l abs . L td , , Colubrook Bucks England, 188,8 mg of t h i s oxide was 
placed in the perspex holder of 2,0 cm (J) from ins ide . Oxide i s plag-
ued by pronounced v a r i a b i l i t y in i t s MSssbauer parameters depending 
43 
on i t s prepara t ive h is tory , The precaut ion has been taken in mak-
ing the absorber of uniform th ickness . Pig, 5 ,6 , in chapter V, rep-
resents the spectrum of EUpO- and the r e s u l t s obtained through com-
puter analys is are depicted in t ab le 5,2 along with other Su compl-
exes which, comparing the l i t e r a t u r e , show tha t our spectrometer 
design has been a s a t i s f ac to ry one. 
CHAPTER - I I I 
GEiraRAlIS-ED RADIATION TW O^RY OP THE MOSSBAUER RADIATION 
3.1 Mul t ipo le Expansion of Rad ia t ion F i e l d : 
The a b s o r p t i o n and induced emiss ion of e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c r a d i a t i o n 
by n u c l e i can be unders tood on t h e b a s i s of p e r t u r b a t i o n t h e o r y , 
45 An e l ec t romagne t i c wave desc r ibed by t h e v e c t o r p o t e n t i a l 
A = A r e ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ' ^ ^ e - ^ ^ ^ ^ - ' ^ ^ ] . . 3.1 
interacts with the charge and magnetic moment of the nucleons. 
Thus the interaction Hamiltonian can be written as 
^'= -^f r ^ ^ - V 2 r l y -^curiA ] . . 3 . 2 
a a a 
in which M , e„> /^  are the mass, charge and magnetic moment of 
the nucleons. This interaction induces transitions between the 
unperturbed nuclear energy levels. 
The transition between the two nucleajr states accompanied by the 
emission of a quantum of radiation involves a definite change in 
auantum numbers J, M^ and P (parity) in conformity with the con-
d r 
servation principles. Thus it may be useful to consider the wa-
ves em.itted or absorbed by nucleus as eigenwaves of the angular 
momentujn and parity. Such eigen waves are called the electric or 
magnetic multipole fields. Therefore, the plane v/ave representa*-
tion (Eq, 3.1) for the vector field A is not at all convenient in 
considering the angular distribution and polarization of the Moss-
bauer radiation. Hence it is convenient to adopt a technique in 
which an arbitrary electromagnetic field can be expressed in terms 
of an infinite series of vector spherical harmonics multiplied by 
appropriate radial functions. These then can be related to radia-
- 28 -
tion quanta having definite angular momentum and parity. 
The multipole fields s.re solutions of the Max\';ell*s wave equation 
in vacuum for a ~iven total angular mom.entum ajid parity. Accord-
ing to established conventions, the quantum num.hers of the succe-
ssive electric and magnetic m.ultipoles are as follows. Electric 
2 -pole:.&J; total angular momentum J ajnd total parity (-1) , 
Magnetic 2 -pole:y!fe|J; total angular momentum J and total parity 
-(-ir. The vai. ue of J for dipole, quadrupole etc., is 1, 2 and 
so on, respectively. Such m.ultipole fields can be described eit-
-• -• -» 
her by giving the vector potential A or one of the fields S and H, 
The vector solutions of the wave equation 
(v^+k^) A = 0, ..3.3 
45 for the electromagnetic radiation are 
Afj = ir2 curl (jj(kr))^ j(0,(t)))ajid ,. 3.4^ 
- M - M 
where A^j and Ayvij define the electric and magnetic multipole fie-
lds, respectively. The functions jj(lcr) are the well khovm sphe-
rical Bessel functions pjid)J( j(0 ,(j)) are the spherical harmonics of 
definite total angular momentum and parity and are v/ritten in terms 
of G- coefficients as 
r(J-M)(J+M-H')-| 1 /2^!+1 ^  3.5 
The uni t vectors e and e are the eigen vectors of spin 1 arid 
_+ o 
correspond to a system of complex rotational axes as 
FIG. 3 . 1 . UNIT VECTOR IIT THE CARTESIAN AKD SPHERICAL POLAR 
COORDINATE SYSTEIS. 
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®+ ^ + T^ (x+y) and e^ = z . , , 3.6 
Using the wave equation cur l cu r l A - k A = 0, vie can eas i ly obt-
ain the magnetic f i e ld of an e l e c t r i c multipole from Eq,(3,4£) , 
on the otherhand, the e l e c t r i c f i e ld of a magnetic multipole as 
the time der iva t ive of k/^ in Bq, (3.4Ai). Thus (apart from un-
i n t e r e s t i n g phases) 
- • M - » M 9 / » v y / M y • . 
Hfj = E>ij = f2 k'^dj^^r)Xj(G,(t)). . . 3.7 
These f i e lds in the far zone are t angen t i a l to the wave f ron t . 
The remaining f i e lds can he obtained by using the fact t ha t E and 
H are perpendicular t o r , the d i rec t ion of propagation, and to 
each other . Thus (apart from phases) 
E^^-^Hyv^ = ^ 2 k^jjCkr) r x )^ j (6,(1)); k r » 1 , . . 3.8 
Equations (3.7) and (3.8) together with Eq, (3.5), completely sp-
ecify the fields in the far zone, where they can be experimentally 
investigated. This aspect will be useful in the study of the Moss-
bauer resonance associated with single crystal measurements. From 
these considerations it is obvious that the spherical coordinate 
system will be most appropriate to study the angular distributions 
and polarization of the Mossbauer radiations. To achieve this end 
the unit vectors x, y and z in rectangular coordinate system can 
A A ^ 
be related to ^ r, ^e and ^ , the unit vectors in spherical coordinate 
system, as (referring to Fig. 3.1) 
X = e sinecos^ +eQCOsecos(j)-eASin(j) , 
A A , A i. ^ i 
y = e sinesin(|)+e«cosesinq)+eACOsq) , 
z = e^cose-egSine , ..3.9 
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and with the help of equations (3.6) and (3 .5) , we can obtain the 
components of the e lect r ic end magnetic f ields in spherical coord-
inate representation as the coefficients of unit vectors e^, e^ 
and e l . Thus the multipole fields along the Cg and e^ directions 
are calculated in terms of ^ j as 
^ ^ j ) e ' Lg r j(ilV) ^^ Yj cosee ^ - j | = = r i r j s i n e 
^ H ^ ' ^ - ^ J | i ^ l T n ^ / ' ^ " ^ c o s e e - ^ ^ ] . G and . . 3.10a 
, I ^(J-M|JJ.H.1)} 1/2^.1 ^ , i ^ ^ ^ . . 3.10b 
where C is a constant given by 
C = i (2A)V2(_i)J*l3ik(r-ct) 
The general expressions for the 9 and ^ components of the elect-
ric and magnetic field strengths for the 2 -pole radiation are 
given in table (3.1). The table (3.2) gives these results in a 
more explicit form for the magnetic dipole (M1) and electric qua-
drupole (E2) cases. These results are in agreement with those of 
Tolhoek and Gox^ (with few sign differences?) obtained by a diff-
erent method. 
3.2 Angular Distribution in the Presence of Nuclear Quadrupole 
Hyperfine Interaction: 
In the Mossbauer resonance when the decaying nucleus is located in 
a non-cubic crystalline environment, the nuclear hyperfine field 
interactions will admix the projection quantum number states of 
the specified nuclear angular momentum state. Therefore, in cal-
culating the angular distribution and polaxization of the Mossbau-
- 31 -
er r a d i a t i o n , we need t o know the i n t e r ac t i on operator v;hich can 
4-9 be expressed as 
in which Aj^(r) and Tj(rjj) r e f e r t o the r ad ia t ion f i e l d and the 
source rniclei, r espec t ive ly , The h j are ce r t a in constajits which 
are ac tua l ly i r r e l evan t for our purpose and can be lamped into the 
Aj^or T j . The matrix elements of H''between s t a t e s of specif ied 
angular momentum J - and J,^  associated with rad ia t ion of angular 
momentum J are then 
H i fj 
J . J j j l 
where yf- j ^ £^\ are the C-coefficients and ( J ^ l l 6 j | | J ^ ) i s the 
- i fJ 
reduced matrix element independent of the magnetic quantum numbers 
and dependent on the d e t a i l s of the nuclear s t ruc tu re which i s un-
perturbed by the hyperfine i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
In the following useful r e s u l t s are derived for some speci f ic t r a -
n s i t i o n s , 
3.2.1 Magnetic Hipole Radiation (M1) in Pe^"^: 
In t h i s case the Ml Mossbauer r ad ia t ion occurs in the t r a n s i t i o n 
from the excited s t a t e |3/2''> t o the ground s t a t e Il /2~>. Due t o 
the nuclear quadrupole hjrperfine in t e rac t ion the excited s t a t e gets 
s p l i t i n to two two-fold degenerate s t a t e s . The e l e c t r i c f i e ld gra-
dient asymmetry parameter Y|^  admixes the nuclear s t a t e s of ll,ra> with 
jI,m+2> and jI,m-2>. By dia^onal iza t ion of the i n t e r ac t ion matrix 
we get the doubly degenerate eigen values as^ *^  , 
.2nn . , o . . . 2 . 
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(a) 
(b) 
M l 
(d) . . 3.14 
The eigen functions for the energy level E^ are 
|V.> = aj3/2,3/2> + ap|3/2, -l/2> 
| % > = aj3 /2 , -3 /2> + a2l3/2,1/2> |y;^j.|^'> _ 
and for the energy level E_ are 
\W^> ^ -a^|3/2,1/2> + a2l3/2, -3/2> |./z,±'/^> _ 
\\> = -a^ |3/2,- l /2> + a2l3/2, 3/2> 
where a^  H (l4.f(l + i^/3))A"C(l+ir(l+ ->f/3))^+^^31 
and a2 = ( ^ /y3) /TC(l+r( l+>lV3))^+nV3l . 
Thus each of the s ta tes in Eq. (3.14) wil l decay to |l/2,+1/2> 
s tates satisfying conservation laws. The t ransi t ions from 
|3/2,+3/2> to |l/2,+l/2> and l3/2,l1/2> to jl/2,+l/2> will lead 
to a quadrupole doublet with two dis t inct energies. Using Eqs. 
(3.11) and (3.12) the radiation amplitudes foT'(\^0 can be cal-
culated as e.g. t 
For \^^> -|1/2,1/2>S 
/ X J / xM -M>M. . ' rV2 1 l /2 l . [3/2 1 1/2'! . 
<l/2,1/2| | i_^(- l ) \ /V^^m^^> «.a,[3/2-1 l / 2 j ^ 1 - ^ b / 2 1 1/2J^ 
Similaxly these are calculat erf^for a l l other t ransi t ions too and 
resul ts are given in table 3 .3 . The field components E and B 
e ' * 
for all these transitions are tabulateAin table 3.4. 
The intensity of the Mossbauer transition corresponding to the B 
energy is 
2 
i,<2^iA0iM;iAi.^A;i|^i^A]t;iA-ir 
- 33 -
a (2a^+l)(l+cos^e)+4^sin'^e+2ir3a^a2Sin ecos2^ • .. 3.15 
Similarly the intensity for the transition related to the E_ energy 
is 
Ijx (2a|+l)(l+cos^e)+4-a^sin^e-2f3a^a2Sin^ecos2^ .. 3.16 
3.2.2 E l e c t r i c Qaadrupole Radiation (E2; 2"*" - o"^  T r a n s i t i o n ) : 
There are a l a rge number of Mosshauer nuc le i decaying with e l e c t r i c 
quadrupole r ad i a t i on . We have considered the case of the nucleus 
having exci ted s t a t e spin 2 and ground s t a t e spin 0 . Due t o nuc-
l e a r quadrupole hy^erfine i n t e r ac t i on the excited s t a t e i s s p l i t 
in to several energy l eve l s and no s p l i t t i n g in the ground s t a t e . 
The eigen functions with t h e i r eigen values for the 2 s t a t e are* . 
I : \^^> = b^|2,2>+b^i2,-2>+b2l2,0>;E^=6AV(l+Y^V3) 
I I : 1H 2^> = - ^ | 2 , 2 > + ^ l 2 , - 2 > . ',^^=ek 
I I I : |H^3> = ^ | 2 , 1 > + ^ l 2 , - 1 > ;E^=-3A(l-r() 
IV: | % > = - ^ 1 2 , - 1 > + ^ l 2 , 1 > ;E^=-3A(1 + Y]^ ) 
V: |H^^> = b^l2,2>+b^|2,-2>+b^|2,0>;E5=-6Ag"(l+ y|V3)] . . 3.17 
where b.= ^ « « 
^ r[4V\2+12-12r(l+YvV3)] 
2 _ _ r / . . ^2 t _ Vt^n%i2-12V-(l-^nV3)] 
2 - .2 .^ . - . r / . . 2 
b^= -
Vr4Yr+12-12V(l+ \/3)'] 
5 V'[4-YY^+12+12f (1 + Y\V3)1 
t ^ Vr2n^^-12-H2V(l-HnV3)] , 
^ VT4^^+12+12V(1+ V^/3)3 
and the constant A = e2qQ/4I(2l-1 ) = e2qQ/24. 
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The t r a n s i t i o n amplitudes have been calcula ted by using the i n t e r -
act ion operator Eq, (3.11) with expression (3.12) and the r e s u l t s 
are as under: 
"? ? Ol "2 2 CTl 
I: <0,0|H|H^^> =b^[2 _2 oJ^^^*4^*^2[o 0 oJ^ 2 
= M^ '^*4^*r5V2 
II: <0,0|Hl%> =ir2l-2 2 oj^^i^-^^ ' fTo^^l^'^^ 
1 -1 oj ^^^ *^ ^ = TTo^^^ ^ ^ ^  
IV: <0,0|Hl VV^> = - ^ [ ; _^  oJ^^^-^2^ = frO^^^-4^ 
/ ,, r2 2 ol « 9 [2 2 0\ ^ 
V: <0,0|H|H 5^> =b3|^,2 oJ^V-^^^^^lp 0 oK 
where Aj have t h e i r usual meaning as in the preceding sec t ion . The 
i n t e n s i t i e s of the r e s u l t i n g Mossbauer r ad ia t ions are obtained, as 
for M1, with the help of t ab l e 3.2 and the r e s u l t s are given below 
corresponding t o the respect ive eigen energies of the expression in 
Eq. (3.17) as 
I : b^( |^)(sin^ecos^e+sin'^esin^2$)+b2(^)sin^ecos^e-2b^b2(^jj)* 
Vfrsin ecos ecos2$, 
I I : (Jj^)(sin^ecos^e+sin^ecos^2(t)). 
I l l : (Y|^)[(l-3cos^e+4cos^e)+(4cos^e-1)sin^ecos2(fl. 
IV: (:| |^) [(l-3cos^e+4cos^0)-(4cos^e-1 )sin^0cos2<j)J. 
7 : b^ ( ^ ) (sin^ecos^e+sin^esin^2( |))+b|(^)sin^ecos^e-2b,b. ( ^ ) * 
Y ^ s in ecos^ecos2^. , , 3,19 
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3.3 Trajisfoimation of Radiation Field Amplitudes: 
All the known ca l cu l a t i ons , done h i t h e r t o , are in the Pr inc ipa l 
Axis System (PAS) which for p r a c t i c a l purposes need t o he t r a n s -
formed in to the Crystal Pixed Axis System (CPAS) so t ha t the r e -
s u l t s measured in one system may he transformed in to the other, 
49 50 Por t h i s purpose the r o t a t i o n D-matrix method * has heen used 
as following: 
W—-.J 
where R = e" ^^  ^ e" "^  ^ e" i^ IQ -t^e un i ta ry transformation ope-
r a t o r defining the 315-rotation, The elements of the ro t a t ion matr-
i x '^iii(oi.^'^ ) are well known. The angles a , P and "/ are the usual 
Euler angles . The rad ia t ion amplitudes calculated for M1 and E2 
Mosshauer r ad ia t ions in the previous sect ions have been transformed 
with the help of r e s u l t s for D-matrices given in Appendix-I. The 
r e s u l t s for the rad ia t ion amplitudes are obtained as below. 
3.3.1 Field Amplitudes for the M1 Radiation: 
For I H ^ / A |1/2,1/2>J 
^(- ^ - 1 ^ 1 - h^^V )^"' - - 72-1 ^^ 1 ,1^1*^-1 .1^'*^e,1^') 
- r ^ ^ ^ ^ i , - i ^>^ - i , . i < * ^ i , - i ^ ° ) 
- -I^^f^-I^l , 1 ^ ^ ^ ] ,-1 )A*^f2^A''A , 1 * ifV^^-] ,-1 >^' 
* ( T 2 - 1 ^ O , 1 * M ^ O , - I W ^ (A) 
Similar ly i t can be shown tha t 
Por jM^^  > - J 1 / 2 , - l / 2 > : 
= - ir3 ^2^^] ,o^1-^^-1 .o^;'*^'o,o^°^ (B) 
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For |M^2 > - | l / 2 , 1 / 2 > : 
For IH^2 > "* l l / 2 , - l / 2 > : 
For |H^3 > - { l / 2 , l / 2 > : 
= M ^ ^ 1 , o A l * ^ - . 1 , o V * ^ ' o , o ^ P - (^^ 
For !Vj> -• | l / 2 , - 1 / 2 > : 
For |*V^ > - | l / 2 , 1 / 2 > : 
For 1*^^ > - l l / 2 , -1 /2> j 
J 
Now s u b s t i t u t i n g the values for B^j, ; J=1 from Appendix-I and tha t M 
of Aj in terms of EQ and Ei. from t ab le 3.4 in the above obtained 
expressions, we get the e l e c t r i c f i e ld amplitudes E^ and Ex in 
the CFAS as following: 
For the t r a n s i t i o n (A): 
•^ec = + T : ^ C ( ^ a ^ + ^^^2)^-cos(a-(t))cos'/+sin(a-i}))sinycosp} 
+ i ( ^ a i " i /T^^ ^cos(a-(l))sin-/+sin(a-(l))cosVcosp')']] 
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^Ac^ " ^ ^ ' - ^ i / ^ ^ 1 ' ^ f^^2^{ cose(s in(a-^)cosy +cos(a-(t))sinT^ cosp) 
+sinpsinesin"Y V +i(flLa^- f T ^ ) | cos0(-sln(a-(())sin">^ +cos(a-4)V 
cos ycosP)+sinPsinecosT J 3 ' 
For the t r a n s i t i o n (B): 
^ec= i.C-2pi)-sinPsin(a-(t))] 
EA^= i . [+ ^^j^(cos(a-^)cosesinp+cospsine)l . 
For the t r a n s i t i o n (C): 
For the t r a n s i t i o n <D): 
•^ec" " ^Tbi'^^il'^^'^ ^ a 2 ) ^ c o 8 ( a - ^ ) c o s > / - s i n ( a - ^ ) s i n V cosp] + 
•^ 7^2"®!"" 7 ^ ^ ^ ^cos(a-^)s inV +sin(a-^)cos Y cosp^ ] 
^(|)c° "^16ii'^^fk^2'^ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^cose(sin(a-i))cosV +cos(a-^)sim^ cosp) 
••sinesinpsinY} + i(i7^a2- f2^^'^\ cose( -s in(a - t ) ) s iny + 
cos(a-( |))cos'/cosp)+sinesinPcosV} ~] . 
For the t r a n s i t i o n (E): 
For the t r a n s i t i o n (F) : 
^ec='^liil-^T^^1 -7^a2)-^cos(a- ( ) )cosV-s in(a-4) )s iny cosp} + 
contd . . 
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i ^-(TT^H"*" ^®2^ ( cos(a-(|))siny +sin(a-(|))cos V cosP))]-] , 
EA^=f:f^[(J^a^- fl^a2) \cose(sin(a-^)cos'>'+cos(a-^)si]3Y cosp) 
+sinpsinesinV3- +i(J^au+ T7ta2) { cose(-sin(a-(j))siny+cos(a-^)* 
cosY cosp)+sinpsin0cosV } ]] • 
Por the t rans i t ion (G): 
Eg^-f j I^D^a^- ^V^) -^008(0-^)0081^-sin(a-^)sinT^cosp] + 
•^^T/T®'1* T/V^)" i cos(a-(j))sim'' +sin(a-4))cos'/ cospj-] , 
•^d)c'^^Tiii^^T^~ ^ ^ ^ -joose(sin(a-^)cosT^+cos(a-^)sin7'cosP) 
+sinPsin9sin "V j +i(Jra^+ i/Wap) { cose(sin(a-(())sin V-cos(a-(|))* 
cos Ycosp)-sinpsinecos"/ j Q, 
Por the t rans i t ion ( H ) : 
^ec= + i . r 2 ^ s i n p s i n ( a - ^ ) ] , 
Ex^= +i. [- ^?4^J[cos(a-^)cosesinP+cosPsine)]. . . 3.22 
3.3.2 Pield Amplitudes for the E2 Transitions: 
The transformed radiation amplitudes, in terms of D-matrices, for 
E2 (2*- O"*") t ransi t ions given in Eq. (3.18) are as following: 
Por the t rans i t ion | H .^> - |0,0>: 
^' fVDN^2,2-^N^2 , - 2 * V 2 ,0)4-^(^^-2 ,2*^^-2 , - 2 * V - 2 , 0 ^ ^ " 
•' * < ^ 4 . 2 - ^ 1 ^ ? , . 2 * V ? , o ) A ^ ( N D - 1 , 2 ^ ^ ^ - ? , - 2 - V - ? , o ) ^ i ' 
* (^1^0 ,2 -^^^o , -2*Vo ,o )43 -
^^t—Por the t rans i t ion l y ^ > -* lOyQ^^  
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For -the transition | M^2> •* |o,0>: 
I I ' - 7Wr(Di,2-I'^,_2)Ai*(l>J.2-»-2.-2)^'*(^?,2-^1 .-2>^ 
Por the transition 1H ,^> •* |0,0>: 
III: - ^ [ ( B 2 ,^ 4 _., ) 4 . ( D J _^  toj ,_i )A *^(l2 ^^  *D2 __^  )4 
For the transition | H^ >^ - J0,0>: 
IT: - 7^[(B|,r^2,-l)4*(^-2,1-I'-2,-l''^'*(^1,1-''l,-l'4 
For the transition \^a> -* !o,0>: 
*(^^1 ,2**3^1 ,-2*^X ,o)A2*'^^-1 .2*''3^ -1 ,-2*^ 4''-1 ,O>A;' 
*Vo.2*Vo.-2*^^o.o>^°3. .. 3.25 
Now substituting the values for \ , ^ ; J=1 from Appendix-I and that 
^ M 
ox Aj in terms of K^ and EA from tahle 3.2 in the above obtained 
transformed expressions, we get the electric field amplitudes E 
and EA^ in the transformed coordinate system, for which the results 
for all the above said transitions are given below. The constants 
occuring in expressions are defined as: t s Jrt>-, , d = ^  bp. 
For the transition I: 
Ee^=C-f:j|^sinecose[c ^(l±|2^)2(sin2(a-(l)+^)+icos2(a-(|)+V )) 
+ (lz£0si)2(gij^(„_^V )+icos2(a-(t>-V))}+dV|-sin2p • 
,-1 
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(sin2(a-(l))+icos2(a-(|))) ']^l•^fr^ineco3e{c {{^^=^^f{3in2{a'^i ) 
-icos2(a-<l)-V ))+(^i^i|^^)^(sin2(a-([)+V )-icos2(a-.(|)+V ) )} +dr-|- • 
sin^p(sin2(a-(}))-icos2(a-(|))) ] + f :^ ( l -2cos^e)s inp[c {-sin(a-^+2V) 
cos^(|)-icos(a-<l)+2y )cos^(|)+sin{a-<|)-2y )sin^(|)+icos(a-(t)-2 V) 
sin^Cl)"^ +dir|cosp(sin(a-(t))+icos(a-(|))) 1 + V'j|:j^(l-2cos^0)sinp 
[c \ -sin(a-<l)-2 V )sin^ (|)+icos (a-(t)-2 ^  )sin^ (|)+sin(a-(l)+2 V )cos^ ( | ) 
-icos(a-(l)+2'/')cos^(|-)]- +c[V|- cosP(-sin(a-(j))+iGos(a-<j))) ] 
+i"\rg^inecos9 [2cf|sin^Pco32 V +d(l- | s in^p)]] . 
E(j)^=Br:^sine[c ^ coa2(a-(})+y ) ( l t | ^ )2 - ig in2(a - ( l )+y )(^^tcosl)2 
+cos2(a-(i)-V )(l:: | .2si)2.i3i^2(a-<l).V)(i=|2^)2} 4.f|^sin2p 
(cos2(a-(t))-isin2(a-(j))) ] - f ^ ^ g i n e r c ^ cos2(a-(t)-y )(^!-=f2sg)2 
+isin2(a-((>-V )(l::|osI)2^^^g2(a-.(l)+y )(l±p£§)2+igin2(a-(|)+V ) 
(l±|os£)2^^_|^g^^2p(^^^2(a-(t))+isin2(a-(j))) ] - T r ^ o s e s i n p 
[c \cos(a-<j)+2n^ )cos^(|)-isin(a-(l)+2V )cos^(|)-cos(a-{|)-2'/)sin^(|) 
+isin(a-(t)-2 y ) s i n ^ ( | ) } +dV|cosp(-cos(a-(|))+isin(a-(|))) ] 
-V":f|^os0ginpfc [cos(a-(t)-2y )sin^(|)+isin(a-(()-2y )sin^(-|-) 
-cos(a-(l)+2y )cos^(|)-isin(a-(l)+2V )cos^(|)"^ +d3/"|- cosp(cos(a-(J)) 
+isin(a-^)) ] + zero ] , 
For the t rans i t ion I I : 
^c^l^fr^sinecoseK^^^^f \sin2(a-(j)+-Y )+icos(a-<l)+V ) j 
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[(1::|osi)2^ _3in2(a-<l)-y )+icos2(a-4)-y ) } ^i^^^f{ +sin2(a-(|)W ) 
-icos2(a-(t)+Y ) } 3 + T^l^ ( l-2cos^e)sinPrcos^( | ) \ sin(a-(i)+2/) 
+icos(a-(j)+2 Y ) ] +sin^(-|-) [ 3in{a-'^2i )+icos(a-^2 l^  )} ] 
+ V"3^(l-a3os^e)sinp[sin^(|) ^sin(a-^2T^ )-icos(a-(})-2 V )^ +cos^(|) 
^sin(a-^+2 Y )-icos(a-(|)+2Y )^ ] - ^ ^ i n ^ p s i n 2 y sin2e 1 . 
(^|)c =t- r ^ k ^ i n e [ ( l t | 2 s l ) 2 ^ cos2(a-(t)W )-isin2(a-(t)W )} 
\cos2(a-^ 'V)+isin2(a-^-V )} - ( i i | ^ ) ^ { cos2(a-(|)+Y )+sin2(a-(t)+V )}] 
•*"^ 32i slnpcoseCcos^(|)-^ cos(a-<|)+2Y )-isin(a-(l)*f2V) ]+sin^( | ) 
\ co8 (a -^2Y ) - i s in (a -^2Y ) ^ ] + f-5|^sinpcose[sin^(|) ^ cos(a-(t)-2'/) 
+isin(a-(()-2Y ) } +cos^(|) ^cos(a-^+2Y )+isin(a-4)+2Y ) ^ ] + Zero]. 
For the t rans i t ion I I I : 
®ec = r+T5^inecosesinp[cos2( | )^ sin(2(a-<}))+V)+icos(2(a-(|))+'/ )} 
+ s i n ^ ( | ) | sin(2(a-<)))-y )+icos(2(a-(|))-Y ) ] . ] + f^^^sinecosesinp 
Csin2(|)-^sin(2(a-(I))-y)^icos(2(a-<|))-y)}+cos^(|):^sin(2(a-<))+'/) 
-icos(2(a-(())+Y ) } ] + | \ r^( l-2cos^e)[(2cosp-l)(cosp+1) 
^-sinCa-^+y ^003(0-^+- / )} -(l+2co3p) (l-cosp) ^ sin(a-<|)- V ) 
+icos(a-<J)-Y)}] + | f^ ( l -cos^e) [ ( l+2cosp) ( l -cosp)^-s in (a - ( l ) - r ) 
+ i c o s ( a - ^ y ) } -(2cosp-1 )(cosp+1) ^ sin(a-<j)+'/)-icos(a-^+'/) } ] 
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+5f3f^sinpcospsin2esiny 1 , 
Ex = (y-^sinesinpCcos^Cf) \-cos(2(a-$)+'/)+isin(2(«-(}))+y)} 
+sin^(|) ^-cos(2(a-<|))-y)+isin(2(a-<)))-y)^] -V"3^sinesinp[sin^(|) 
^+cos(2(a-^)- i )+isin(2(a-^)-- / ) } +cos 
+isin cosP-1 ) (cosp+1 ) \ -COS (a-(j)+y ) 
+isin(a-(|)+y )"|f -(l+2cosp)(tvcosp) ^ cos(a-(l)-y )-isin(a-(l)-y )"} ] 
- | f^cose[ ( l+2cosP)( l -cosp) ^ cos(a-<|)-7' )+isin(a-(})-Y ) } + 
(2cosM )(cosP+1) ^cos(a-(|)+y )+isin(a-$+y )} ] + Zero], 
For the t rans i t ion 17: 
EQQ = [-f^sinecosesinp[GOS^(|)^sin(2(a-il))+y )+icos(2(a-(t))+y)} 
- s in^ ( | ) ^sin(2(a-4))-y )+icos(2(a-^)-y ) ^ ] - f ^ s inGci ses inP 
fsin^(1.) ^ sin(2(«-(!))- '^ )-icos(2 (a-(j))-y )} -cos^( | ) { sin(2 (a-(j))+ y ) 
-icos(2(a-<|))+y)^] - |V3 |^( l -2cos^e) [ (2cosM)(cosM) 
| - s i n ( a - ^ + y )-icos(a-^+y )^ +(l+2cosp)(l-cosp) ^ s i n ( a - ^ y ) 
+ icos (a -^y ) } ] - ^^ ( l -2cos^e ) [ ( l+2cosP) ( l - cosp)^ - s in (a -< l ) - / ) 
+icos(a-(j)-y ) } +(2cosp-1 )(cosp+1 ) | gin(a-(l)+y )-icos(a-^+Y ) j ] 
- 3V"3|^(isinpcosPsin2eoosV)], 
E^c = [-r-5^sinesinp[cos2(|)^-cos(2(a-i>)+y) +isin(2 {(t-^)^'^ ) } 
+sin^(|) ^+cos(2(a-(j))- /)- isin(2(a-(}))-/)>] - f~:^in0sinp 
[ s in2( | ){ -cos (2(a -^ ) -y )- is in(2(a-( l ))-y)}+ cos^Cf) W 
^ contd,. 
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cos +isin (2(a-(l))+V ) ] 1 - I f ^ ^ o s e [ ( 2 c o s M ) ( c o s M ) 
•^-cos(a-ij)+-/)+isin(a-<|)+y ) }+(l+2cosP)(l-cos^) ^ cos(a-4)-"/) 
-isin((K-<})-Y ) } ] - | \r-^cose[(l+2cosp)(l-cosp) \ - c o s ( a - ^ V ) 
- i s inCa-^- / )} +(2cosM )(cosp+1 ) ^ cos(a-(j)+y )+isin(a-(j)+y ) } 1 
+ Zero3, 
For the t rans i t ion Vs 
Field amplitudes of t rans i t ion V are similar to that of the I where 
constants h. and h^ need replacement (defined in c) hy h- and h. 
respectively. 
We have thus ohtained the expressions for the components of the 
e lec t r ic vector in terms of the spherical polar coordinates. This 
representation is ideal for the calculation of the polarization at 
any angle of emission with respect to an arbitrary coordinate system, 
fixed hy the Euler angles a, P, "/ and the polar angles G and <}). In 
the Mosshauer spectroscopy, one generally deals with either the pure 
M1 or the pure E2 radiat ions. However, the expressions derived abo-
ve are valid even for the m.ixed M1 and E2 t ransi t ions with appropri-
ate admixture coefficient 5. The radiation fields derived here for 
each dis t inct energy t rans i t ion although complicated yet they are 
necessary to evaluate the hyperfine field parameters in experiments 
using single cirystals. In the foregoing chapter we u t i l i z e these 
resul ts to calculate t te intensity and polarization distribution of 
the hyperfine sp l i t Mossbauer radiat ion. The expressions derived 
here will be directly u t i l ized in the next chapter for the evalua-
t ion of several observable parameters. 
CHAPTER - rV 
ON THE POLARIZATION MEASUREl^ lENTS OP THE M'OSSBAUER GA^ IT'IA-RAYS 
4,1 Introduction: 
In the field of optical spectroscopy the measurement of polari-
zation has a unioue role in the elucidation of the structure of 
matter. The characterization of the polarization from earlier 
51 52 
studies in optics * is well established to serve as a tool for 
specific studies, Hov/ever, in Mossbauer spectroscopy the general 
calculations for the ohservahle polarization effects are not ava-
ilable even for the M1 radiation which is so commonly used transi-
5'5 54- 55 tion ••^* , Daniels has discussed the intensities of the lines 
in Mossbauer spectra, using polarized gajnma-rays and polarized ab-
57 56 
sorbers, with particular reference to Pe , In the earlier work 
the polarization measurements have been discussed in terms of the 
density matrix formalism. However, the density matrix formalism 
may not be ideal in terms of empirical understanding since the po-
larization is generally measured by the analyzer-polarizer combina-
tions. The work of Housley at al^ for the polarization of M1 Mbss-
bauer gamma-rays in single crystals has a limited applicability. 
They have considered a special case in which the principal axis sy-
stem of the EPG tensor coincides with crystal fixed axis system. 
However, the principal axis system of the EPG- tensor has no a prior-
ity relation to the crystal fixed axis system. Therefore, it is 
imperative that the need for proper calculations become essential to 
understand the polarization measurements. 
In the following a theory has been worked out for the observable 
polarization of the gamma-rays emitted or absorbed in the recoilless 
resonance so that it could be used as an effective tool for the study 
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of solid state properties. The Stokes parameterization technique 
has been used for the calculation of polarissation parameters. The-
se parameters have the same physical dimensions and describe the 
CO 
electromagnetic radiation completely by-^ ^ specifying the intensity, 
the degree of polarization, the plane of polarization and the ellip-
ticity of the •radiation ellipse*. The electric field amplitudes of 
the radiation computed from the eigen states of the Mossbauer nucleus 
in the presence of hyperfine fields have been the starting point for 
these calculations . The transformation of the field amplitudes 
from the principal axis system to crystal fixed axis system has been 
4-9 50 
carried out by the use of rotation D-matrix formalism * , Prom 
the transformed radiation amplitudes the polarization parameters of 
the Mossbauer radiation are derived for the M1 (3/2" -• 1/2") and E2 
(2 -• o ) transitions. From the results obtained it is obvious that 
the polarization parameters have strong dependence on hyperfine field 
parameters. Further, the polarization measurements with only one cry-
stal orientation are sufficient to deterniine the hyperfine field para-
meters in contrast to the angular distribution measurements where the 
anisotropic mean squared vibrational amplitude causes unpredictable 
variation in the relative intensity measurements, 
4.2 Stokes Parameters: 
Prom the discussion in the preceding chapter it is obvious that for 
the polarization calculations of the Mossbauer radiation, the spheri-
cal coordinate representation is the most appropriate one. If we 
choose the direction of propagation of the radi3;tion along the axis 
r, the only non-zero components of the electric and magnetic field 
vectors will be in the e and ^ directions. Usually, the polarization 
of the electromagnetic radiation is defined by the electric field 
FIG. 4 . 1 . POLARIZATION ELLIPSE. VARIOUS SYTIBOIS APPEARBIG ON 
THE DIAGRAI4 ARE DEFBIED IN THE TE.XT. 
—>Y 
? IG . 4 . 2 . TIIE SO CALIiED ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE SYSTEM USED FOR THE 
DESCRIPTION OF TIffi POINCARE* SPHERE (Z) V7HBKS A POINT ON 
SPHERICAL SURFACE REPRESEKTS TIIB STATE OF POLARIZATION 
OF THE GAI'3'IA-.RAYS. 
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^ /^  
vector. The 6 and ^ components of this vector are 
Eg = c^  cos (wt + 6^) 
El = Cp cos (wt +62) ..4.1 
where c^, Cp, 6^  and 6p are constants. The curve described hy the 
electric vector is ohviously an ellipse; the locus of points whose 
coordinates are (EQ,BI), This ellipse is inscribed into a rectan-
gle of length 2Cu and 2Cp whose sides are parallel to the coordin-
ate axes (Pig. 4.1). 
In general, the sixes of the ellipse are not in the 0-0 and 0-(j) di-
rections, let 0-G' and 0-^' he a new set of axes along the axes 
of the ellipse with 4^ (o^ 4^ <7i;) angle between 0-9 and the direction 
0-0* of the major axis (Fig. 4.1). Furthermore, the lengths of the 
axes of this ellipse are 2a and 2b (a>b) and 0*^  (-71/4-$'X.<iiA) being 
an auxiliary angle such that 
i b/a = tan'X - ..4.2 
The numerical value of tan% represents the ellipticity and the 
sign ofX distinguishes the two senses of describing the ellipse. 
For convenience let us define another auxiliary ajigle-^ (o<-n.<n/2) 
such that the ratio 
02/0^ = taji.n_ . ..4.3 
The useful relations from this description of the ellipse could be 
derived as 
a^ + b^ = c2 + c| i.e., (a) 
tan2H^= (tan2-rL) cos6 and (b) 
sin2'X= (sin2-rL) sin6 (c) 4.4 
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where 6 = 6p - 6. the phase difference. 
To characterize the polarization ellipse three independent quanti-
ties are necessary i.e., the amplitudes c^, C2 and phase differen-
ce 6 or the major and minor axes a, b and the angle'Xas defined 
above. It is also evident that to describe a general radiation 
field, four parameters should be specified to give the intensity, 
the degree of polarization, the plane of polarization and the elli-
pticity of the polarization ellipse of the radiation at each point 
in space. However, it would be impossible to include such diverse 
quantities as an intensity, a ratio, an an.gle and a pure number in 
any sjTmnetrical way in formulating the equations for polarization 
evaluation, A proper parametric representation of polarized radia-
tion is therefore a matter of considerable importance. Hence the 
most convenient representation of polarized radiation is by a set 
58 
of four parameters introduced by Stokes in 1852 . These paramet-
ers have the same physical dimensions and thus for practical purp-
oses it is convenient to characterize the state of polarization of 
the Mossbauer radiation by these parameters. 
The Stokes parameters of a plane monochromatic wave are the follow-
59 ing quantities ; 
S- = 2(c. Cp) cos6 
S^ = 2(c^ Cg) sin6 .. 4.5 
in which only three of them are independent since they are related 
by the identity 
S^ = S? + S^ + s| .. 4.6 
0 1 2 3 
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In fact the follov/ing r e l a t i ons hold which are derived with the 
help of the r e l a t i o n s given in Eqs. (4 .2 ,3 and 4) derived for the 
po la r i za t ion e l l i p s e such as 
S^ = S^cosaXcosa^ (a) 
S„ = S cos2Xsin2vp (h) 
2 0 
S_ = S s i n 2 X (c) 4.7 
:5 o 
where S^,S^/S^, S^/S^ = tan2»4^and S^/S^ s sin2'>l define the i n t e -
n s i t y , the degree of po l a r i za t i on , plane of polai ' izat ion and the 
e l l i p t i c i t y of the rad ia t ion e l l i p s e (See ? i g . 4 .2 ) , To every 
poss ib le s t a t e of po la r i za t ion of a plane monochromatic wave of 
a given in t ens i ty (S =constant) , the re corresponds one point on 
the Poincare sphere ( E ) and v ice -ve r sa . Since % could he pos i -
t i v e or negative accordingly as the po la r i za t ion i s right-handed 
or lef t -handed, i t follows from Eq, (4.7c) tha t right-handed po-
l a r i z a t i o n i s represented by points on E which l i e above the equ-
a t o r i a l plajie, and left-handed po la r i za t ion by points on E which 
l i e below t h i s plane. For l i n e a r l y polar ized rad ia t ion the phase 
difference 6 i s zero or an i n t eg ra l mult iple of TI; according to 
Eq. (4.5) the parameter S_ i s then zero , so tha t the l ineaj : pola-
r i z a t i o n i s represented by points in the equa tor ia l p lane. Fur t -
her , for c i r cu l a r po la r i za t ion c^ = Cp and 6 = it/2 or -11/2 accord-
ingly as the po la r i za t ion i s r igh t or lef t -handed. Hence r i g h t -
handed c i r c u l a r po la r i za t ion i s represented by the 'nor th pole ' 
(S^sS^so, S_=S ) and left-handed c i r c u l a r po la r i za t ion by the 'so-
uth pole'(3^=82=0, S^= -S^ ) , 
4 .3 Application of Stokes method in the ca lcu la t ion of 'Polarizat-
ion of the Mossbauer Radiation: 
The s t a t e of -polarization of the emitted Mossbatier rad ia t ion can 
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"c'M 
be determined "by the po la r i za t ion vector ^QJ of the rad ia t ion emi-
t t e d in the d i rec t ion n defined^ ' ' ^ as 
^cy = £ 5 , X , | + ^ 2 X x ^ £ , . % = , . . 4 . 8 
where 
8i^ = cos2Xcos2M^ 
^2 = cosaXsinav^-and 
^^ = s i n 2 X •• 4.9 
a.re nothing hut the Stokes narameters defined e a r l i e r and y^\] , 
'X-J-sjid'Xt are the uni t vectors corresponding t o the values of^^ 
a n d X as 
A 
'Xu-*H^= o , X = 0 
Xc •*^ a r b i t r a r y , X >= ii/4. 
A 
+Xi( deterrnines the state of linear polarization when the elec-
tric vector lies in the plane of direction of propagation of the 
A 
radiation and the axis, of rotational symmetry. -Xii gives the 
state of linear polarization rotated through n/2 compared with 
A 
the former. iX-J-^i"^® ^^^ s t a t e s of l i n e a r no la r i za t ion rota ted 
through 11/4 compared with % | | . i X c S ' i ^ e r igh t and l e f t c i r c u l -
ar polar ized rad ia t ion respec t ive ly . 
Prom the expressions in Eqs. (4.3) and (4 .4 ) , we ca lcu la te the 
following r e l a t i o n s : 
sin2vV= 2c^C2Cos6/f(cj+c4+2c2c|cos26) (a) 
cos2H^= (c2-c^)/ \ r(4+4+2c2c2cos26) M 
s in2X= 2c^C2sin6/(c^+C2) and (c) 
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cos2%=(l/(c^+4))f(c^+4H-2c^c^cos26) (d) 4.10 
Therefore, the expression for £<|, €»2 and ^ 3 of Eq. (4.9) become as 
helow: 
^1= (c^-c^)/(c2+c^) (a) 
^2=2c.C2Cos6/(c^+C2) and (b) 
^3=2c^C2sin6/(c^+C2), (c) 4.11 
i n which sinS = {m^-ra^)/fi^-m^+ra^+ra^TH^) and 
P p 00 
cos6 = (l+m,m„)/\'"(l+ffl^+m«+in^mp) where m. = t a n 6 . and m^ = t a n 6 2 . 
The f i e l d v e c t o r s SQ and EA c a l c u l a t e d in chap t e r - I I I a re comp-
l e x , which can be w r i t t e n as 
Eg = x^ + iy^ and 
B^ s X2 + i y 2 . •• ^ ' l ^ 
Thus i t follov;s t h a t c^ = x^ +y^ , Cg = x | •»- 72 and m^  = ^1/^1 ' 
^2 = 72 /^2• 
Hence the expressions in Eq. (4.11) may be rewritten finally as 
^1= (x2+y2-3|-y2)/(x2+y2+x|+y2) 
p p p p 
^2= 2 (x^x2+y^y2)/(x^+7^+^2+72) 
^3= 2(x^y2-X2y-,)/(x^+7^+:4'^y2^ •• ^^^^ 
These results represent general expressions for the polarization 
parameters and would be valid for an7 kind of radiation. In the 
following we consider the specific cases of Ml and E2 Mossbauer 
radiations. 
4.3.1 Calculation of Stokes parameters E:,,, ^ ;j and ^ ^for the Ml 
R a d i a t i o n : 
Prom Eq, ( 4 . 1 3 ) , i t i s apparent t h a t f o r the c a l c u l a t i o n of pola-
r i z a t i o n parameters we need t o know t h e r e a l and imaginar7 p a r t s 
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of the rad ia t ion amplitudes E and EJ^^. For the case of Fe' 
the rad ia t ion amplitudes E and Ei in the transformed coordin-
pc 
ate system in presence of hjrperfine f i e lds and in terms of r e a l 
and imaginary pa r t s are f^iven in chapter - I I I . Out of the eight 
allowed t r a n s i t i o n amplitudes groups of four correspond to two 
d i s t i n c t energies of the quadrupole doublet i . e . , one l i ne cor res -
ponds t o the t r a n s i t i o n from | 3 / 2 , + 5/2> to | l / 2 , + l/2> and oth-
er one corresponds t c the t r a n s i t i o n from \3/2,+ l/2> to | l / 2 , i l / 2 > . 
For example, the r ea l and imaginary pa r t s for the t r a n s i t i o n from 
s t a t e 1^^ > t o | l / 2 , l / 2 > are given below as (from Sq. 3.22A). 
•^ 1 " '••T:f^(j2'a^+17^32) [-cos(a-<j))cosV+sin(a-^)sinycosp] 
y^ = +yj^(.n^^-fl^^)r+cos(a-<l))siny+sin(a-( |))cosycosp] 
•^ 2^ ~ "^ "TbTt^ iF^^ 1 "*" 7;5"^)r'*"Sin(a-(j))cos"/cose+cos(a-<|))sin'/cospcose+ 
sinpsinVsine] 
^2 ~ ~Tj^(j2' '**'1/T^^[-~sin(a-4))siny cose+cos(a-^)cos'/cosPcose+ 
s inpcosfs ine]• . , 4.14 
Since these t r a n s i t i o n s are independent, the t o t a l ^-iT»&pfp and 
^rp are calculated as a l i n e a r sum for both the l i ne s of the quad-
fin 
rupole doublet , However, ^ „ j i s zero in a l l the cases as i t 
should be . The r e s u l t s for the f i r s t t r a n s i t i o n are 
1^T = l[{^^]^7\^'^4*^ly^A^A^4^^l^^ {(y?(b)-7^(b)}/(y^(b)*y2(b))] , 
^2T = [l(x^X2+y^y2)/(x^4.y2+:|+y2)|_ ^^^^^^^^^^ /(y^(b)+y2(b)}] 
with y^(b) = - l /f§ii a2sinpsin(a-(j)), y^Cb) = + ^/fQ^l a^  * 
[cos(a-<t))cos9sinp+cospsin93 , and for the second t r a n -
s i t i o n 
^,1 = \iK(^\W,^)-^^^*y'i)}/U\^*7\''*^^^'^'')*\iy\^M-y'^^W)/ 
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in which, the primed variables x^  ,y^  , •. etc. , are same as the unpr-
imed variables x^  ,y. , •* within the multiplicative constants. Ex-
tensive calculations are performed as to the sensitivity of the hy-
perfine field parameters r^ , a, p and "/to the polarization measure-
ments, Figures 4.3, 4.4 anfl 4.5 represent the polarization for M1 
radiation as a function of polar angles © and ^  for different valu-
es of hyperfine field parameters. Prom Fig. 4»3 it is apparent th-
at there are at least four directions along which polarization is 
not sensitive to the asymmetry parameter n. However, along other 
directions the measurement of 6,. and ^r, does give the magnitude of 
the n. Pig, 4,4 clearly indicates the extreme sensitivity of the 
polarization parameters to the orientation Euler angle p. Since 
such variations on'c^ ^ and ^ p aJ^ ® also to be noticed in Pig, 4.5, 
therefore, the polarization measurements are extremely sensitive 
to the hyperfine field paTaineters, 
4.3.2 Calculation of Stokes parameters ^ ^ , ^ « and £-_ for the E2 
radiation: ^^ ^^ ^ 
The calculations of the polarization parameters €j^  , ^ p and £5, for 
+ 62. + 
e l e c t r i c quadrupole Mossbauer r ad ia t ion occuring in 2 -* 0 t r a n s -
i t i o n have been performed. The r e a l and imaginary teims of the r a -
d ia t ion amplitudes Eg^ and Ei for va l id t r a n s i t i o n s are given in 
chapter - I I I . The ca lcu la t ions have been performed for several va-
lues of hyperfine f i e ld parameters T ,^ a, p andV as functions of G 
and ^ as i t \-/as done for the M1 rad ia t ion of P e ^ ' . The numerical 
evaluat ion of ^ . and ^ 2 (^„ being zero) for var ious parameters has 
been car r ied out on the computer IBK-II30. Equations 4 .13 , 4.12 
and 3.24 ( I , I I , I I I , I V and V) are u t i l i z e d for t h i s evaluat ion. In 
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the case selected here there are only two traJisitions which depe-
nd on the asymmetry parameter y\ and its dependence is shown in 
figures 4.6 and 4.7 which also show the dependence of polarizat-
ion on the Euler angle P. 
The figures 4.8 to 4.12 represent the variation of the polariza-
tion for each of the allowed transitions as a function of polar 
angle 0. Prom these curves it is ohvious that the polarization 
is extremely senstive to the orientation parameters. 
Further, the data are represented through figures 4.15 to 4.16 on 
polar graphs to display certain sjnmnetries in the polarization 
distrihution. All these curves affirm a conviction that the pol-
arization measurements could "become an extremely valuable and sen-
sitive tool for the hyperfine field determinations. 
CHAPTER - 7 
EXPERIMENTAL BTVESTICrATIOIIS OP S0I4S COORDINATION COMPLEXES 
r 
5.1 Int roduct ion: 
The aim of these investigations as indicated in earlier cha.pters 
has heen to develop a gamma-ray polarimetric technique. This aim 
has "been partly achieved through theoretical investigations dealt 
57 151 in the preceding chapters. Several attempts to dope Fe and Eu 
in single crystal of GaPp rendered unsuccessful; even our attempts 
at research centers like Indian Institute of Technolog;^ '', Kanpur and 
Solid State Physics Laboratory of the Defence establishment at Delhi 
could not yield fruitful results. Therefore, certain coordination 
complexes have been studied for the hyperfine field investigations 
at the metal ion sites. 
The complexes chosen for these investigations are newly synthesized 
151 
species with different ligands attached to Eu which is a Mossba-
uer probe. The ligajids used are of Schiff bases and are important 
from the point of view of their wide applicability; these compounds 
are used as drug derivatives, some of these have been used to cure 
the diseases like cancer , They are also used as polymers. Thus 
these ligands are thought to be interesting for the Mbssbauer inve-
stigation since the determination of hyperfine field parameters will 
reflect several important chemical aspects at the microscopic level. 
5.2 Resonant A"bsorbers: 
The complexes studied here were prepared from the chemicals of re-
agent grade, Trivalent Europiiun chloride (Eucl,) used for the pre-
paration of these complexes was prepared from its oxide (Koch-Light 
Labs. .England), The details of the preparation are as follows: 
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(1) Bis (acetyl acetone) benzidine complexes of Europium: 
Schiff "base bis (acetyl acetone) benzidine was prepared by consta-
ntly heating and stirring the mixtures of acetyl acetone and benzi-
dine in ethanol in the molar ratio of 2:1. The stirring for conti-
nuous two hours turns the mixture into a yellow coloured precipita-
te. This was filtered, washed and dried in vacuum and was recryst-
allized in chloroform. 
The ligand is insoluble in ethsjiol even on refluxing. The metal 
salt solution (Europium(III) chloride) in ethanol was added to the 
refluxing ligand in 1:1 molar ratio. On addition of metal the li-
gaJid disappears gradually to form a homogenous reaction mixture. 
This indicates the formation of a nev/ species in solution. The mix-
ture was refluxed for three hours and then kept for reduction. On 
cooling a crystalline mass settles dovm. It was washed with ethsnol 
and recrystallized in the same solvent, 
(2) Bis- Vanillin benzidine Europium Chelate : 
Bi dentate bis- vanillin benzidine Schiff base v/as obtained by con-
densation of vanillin and benzidine in stoichiometric quantities 
(2:1) and stirring for some time a yellow coloured Schiff base was 
obtained in the form of a solid mass which was filtered, washed and 
dried in vacuum at room teraperature. 
The complex was prepared by treating the Schiff base with Europium 
(III) chloride in 1:1 molar ratio in ethanol. vnien the tv;o solut-
ions were mixed, the colour of the reaction mixture changed from 
yellow to dark red and on heating a reddish brown precipitate was 
settled dovim. The precipitate was centrifuged, wa.shed several ti-
mes with ethanol and lastly v/ith ether ajid dried in vacu-um at room 
temperature. 
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(3) B i s - Sal icylaldehyde-o-Dianisidine Complexes of Buropi-um(lTT) 
Chloride hexahydrate: 
The Schiff base , h i s - salic3^1aldehyde-o-dianisidine was prepared 
hy condensation of sal icylaldehyde and o- d ian is id ine in 2:1 molar 
r a t i o in e thanol . When aldehyde and amine were mixed colour cha-
nged from l i g h t yellow t o orange. The reac t ion mixture was s t i r -
red for some time by a magnetic s t i r r e r and the volume was reduced 
by heat ing. On reducing the volume very f ine small orange colour-
ed c ry s t a l s were obtained. These c rys t a l s were fur ther c r y s t a l l -
ized from ethanol in the form of large needles , 
Schiff base , b i s - sa l icyla ldehyde-o-dianis id ine i s sparingly solu-
ble in ethanol and dissolves on heat ing . To get the complex a hot 
solut ion of Europiixm(III) chloride was mixed with a hot solut ion of 
Schiff base in 1:1 molar r a t i o in ethanol . On mixing the tv/o solu-
t i o n s , colour changes from orange to brown and on heating granular 
p r e c i p i t a t e s were obtained. The p r e c i p i t a t e s were centr ifuged, wa-
shed severa l ly with ethanol and l a s t l y with e ther and dried in vacu-
um at room temperature. 
(4) B i s - Vanill in-o-phenylene diamine complexes -^  of Europium: 
B i s - vani l l in-o-phenylene diamine was obtained by the condensation 
of v a n i l l i n and o-phenylene diamine in the r a t i o of 2:1 in ethanol . 
The react ion mixture was s t i r r e d for a fev/ hours v;hen a d i r ty y e l l -
ow ma^s was obtained. I t was f i l t e r e d , washed with ethanol and dr-
ied in vacuum. 
Europium complex of b i s - vani l l in-o-phenylene diamine was prepared 
by mixing the l igand and the Europium(III) chloride in 1:1 molar 
r a t i o in e thanol . The reac t ion mixture was concentrated by heating 
and on keeping a c r y s t a l l i n e adduct was obtained. The complexes are 
insoluble in a l l organic solvents and could not be r e c r y s t a l l i z e d . 
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(5) Th iourea ( t u ) Complexes of Europiumi 
The l i gand ( t u ) v;as t aken in 5 0 ^ e t h a n o l a-nd t o i t was added n e t a l 
s a l t (EuGl^) s o l u t i o n in 5 0 X e t b a n o l . The mi^cture v;as s t i r r e d for 
about h a l f a;n hour and kept fo r c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n . White c r y s t a l s 
of t h e complex depos i t on t h e bottom of t h e b e a k e r . The c r y s t a l s 
were cen t r i fuged s e v e r a l t imes wi th e thano l and d r i ed in vacuum 
over GaO. 
The absorber c o n t a i n e r and the method of mounting and exper imenta l 
d e t a i l s have been a re l ady d i scussed in t h e c h a p t e r - I I , The d e t a -
i l s p e r t a i n i n g t o t h e absorber saj^ples are given in Table 5 , 1 . 
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Table 5.1 D e t a i l s of t h e Mossbauer absorber saFiples c o n t a i r i ' i g Eu 
S.No. Name of t h e 
complex 
T o t a l weight of t h e abso r - Eu 151 
b e r used as a t a r g e t in grains mg/cm^ 
1. Europium, b i s -
(ac.ac)benzidine 
2. Europium bis-
(van.)benzidine 
3. Europium bis-
(sar,)-o-
d i a n i s i d i n e 
4 . Europium, b i s -
( v a n . ) - o - p h e n y -
l e n e diamine 
5 . Europium T h i o -
u r e a 
6. Europium Oxide 
0.2634 
0,2165 
0.3502 
Owl 733 
0.2893 
0.0750 
22.87 
14.90 
24.00 
13.43 
37.34 
20.50 
The Hossbauer s i n g l e l i n e source used i s t h e r a d i o a c t i v e Sm 
i n t h e form of anhydrous t r i f l u o r i d e encapsule„ted i n t o a p l a s t i c 
d i s c and supp l ied by New England Nuclear Corpo ra t ion , Boston, 
M a s s a c h u s e t t s , U.S.A. 
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5.3 Experimental Results and Data Analysis: 
The experiments are performed in the configuration when the ahsor-
"ber is kept stationary at room temperature of about 300°K and the 
source is in motion. The data collection procedure is as descri-
bed in chapter -II, The figures 5,1 to 5.6 represent the experi-
151 
mental results for Eu -^  complexes. 
Prom the figures it is apparent that the quadrupole coupling con-
stant can not be estimated because of their unresolved nature. 
This is generally the case in most of the Europium complexes so 
far studied * . Therefore, for a realistic estimation the Lea-
st Square Analysis (L.S.A.) of the Mossbauer data using the large 
electronic computers is a must. The isomer shift does not create 
any problem in the analysis since it is only the mean position of 
the Mo'ssbauer spectrum which contains the desired information. 
The least square method to fit the data to single Lorentzian line 
v;ill apparently give a wrong result for the isomer shift ' . 
Therefore, a detailed analysis is needed even for a poorly resol-
ved hyperfine structure. Since these complexes are non-magnetic, 
the perturbation hamiltonian on the nuclear levels is due to nuc-
lear quadrupole hyperfine interaction which is given as (Eq, 1.18) 
Due to this perturbation of an axially symmetric electric field 
gradient the ground state with I = 5/2 is split into three m-
^ 2 2 
sublevels of 1 5/2, + 3/2 and + 1/2 with energies + ^ T ^ ,- • ^ ^ 
and -^,respectively. Similarly the Mossbauer level with spin 
Ig = 7/2 is split into four m-sublevels of ± 7/2, + 5/2, + 3/2 
and + 1/2 with energies + ^ , + ^ , - ^ ^ ajid - ^ § 2 res-
pectively. Further, it is kno^ inthat the Mossbauer transition in 
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Su -^  i s purely M1. Therefore, the allowed t r a n s i t i o n s with t h e i r 
r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s are ca lcula ted using the general p r inc ip les 
developed in chapter - I I I Eq, 3.15. The Fig. 5.7 gives the allow-
ed t r a n s i t i o n s with r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s mentioned on the f igure . 
28.0 
l e = 111 
21.6 k e V i 
% = 'li 
-< 
g.p 1.33 
13.33 
2fl.B 4-0 
0 3 3 
>' 
^i i 
-.0 
^ 
±7/z 
tyz 
±1/2. 
Pig. 5.7. Energy leve l diagram 
The empirical Mosshauer l i n e pos i t ions could be estimated using the 
r e l a t i o n ' : 
I e (2 le -1) \ ^ ^ \ - ' ^ 
. . . 5.1 
,44 where R = ^^ = +1.31 + 0.02^^, Q = l . U + 0.05b '^ . Wg g 
Knowing the r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y of each t r a n s i t i o n between the exc-
i t ed and grotmd s t a t e s , the exiierimental data could be f i t t e d to 
the parameters l i ke 1) quadrupole coupling constant , 2) fu l l v/idth 
at half maximum (P.W.H.M.) of the Lorentzian l i n e and 3*) the centre 
of gravi ty of the Mdsabauer spectrum. In doing t h i s analysis the 
base l i n e for each spectrum has also t o be adjusted using the L.S.A, 
method. In a l l the spect ra reported h e r a j X i s calculated using 
the formula 
^ = 11=577 f^;'^[yK)-<t>(r,Pi, . . P8» Pt)3 . . 5.2 
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where y ( x . ) a re t h e meas-ured q u a n t i t i e s and ^ ( r , p^ . . PgrP^^) ^^ 
the func t ion t o be f i t t e d , i r e f e r s t o t h e i da t a p o i n t . N i s 
t h e numher of d a t a p o i n t s and to), i s t h e s t a t i s t i c a l weight v/hich 
i s equal t o ^^-r and cr. r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e s t a t i s t i c a l e r r o r i n t h e 
i measured da t a p o i n t . The number (N-n) r e p r e s e n t s t h e degrees 
of freedom. The L.S.A, programme used f o r t h e da t a a n a l y s i s i s 
s i m i l a r t o t h a t of B.L. Chrisman and T.A, Turaol i l lo "^  of t h e Uni-
v e r s i t y of I l l i n o i s and mod i f i ca t i ons a r e i nco rpo ra t ed fo r i n c l u -
s ion of t h e Bu s p e c t r a which i s e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t from t h a t of 
57 1*6 fo r which t h e computer programme was w r i t t e n e a r l i e r and t h e 
l i s t i n g i s given i n t h e Appendix - I I . The l e a s t square curve f i t 
a n a l y s i s has been performed on dec system-10 of t h e NCSDCT, Ta ta 
I n s t i t u t e of Fundamental Research , Bombay ( I n d i a ) , This i s a f a s t 
and b i g computer and t h i s k ind of da t a a n a l y s i s could not be c a r r -
i ed out on our in -house IBM-1130 computing system of t h e Al igarh 
Muslim U n i v e r s i t y . We have made s e v e r a l unsucces s fu l a t t empts t o 
develop a programme t o work on t h e IBM-1130, The r e s u l t s obtained 
u s i n g dec system^lO are summarised i n t h e t a b l e 5 . 2 . 
Table 5»2: R e s u l t s ob ta ined through t h e comnuter a n a l y s i s of 
151 
experimental data on Eu '^  complexes: 
p 
Complexes Quadrupole Goupl- Isomer S h i f t Line Width "K p e r 
i ng Constant_^ mm/s* (PWHM) degrees of 
e^qQp/^C^g^ mm/s. freedom 
1. * -232.5111,01 +0,495+0,051 2,42+0.158 1.62 
2 . -223.5+13.82 +0.706+0.058 2,58+0.198 1,37 
3 . -201,7±10,97 +0.961+0.043 2.56+0.122 2,60 
4 . -105.8+50.77 +0.524i0 .094 3.18+0.626 0.97 
5. +0.480+0.024 3.87+0.091 4.16 
6. +1.037+0.016 4.10+0.057 9.44 
+ For 21.532+0,005 keV t r a n s i t i o n of EuTi?'', imm/s = 17,367 MHz'70, 
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•The zero of the ve loc i ty scale i s fixed by the MoBsbauer spec t r -
57 
urn of the a-Pe„0, absorber talcen with Co- '^ source in Copper matr-
ix'^''. The ca l ib ra t ion of I . S . using t h i s method gives 1.037+0,016 
mm/s in conformity with the t)Ublished best data which i s 1.037i 
0.014 mm/s. Thus the isomer sh i f t s given in the t ab l e (5.2) are 
r e l a t i v e t o EuF_ (O.OO mm/s). 
The large 7? for the sample (3) could be attributed to poor stat-
istics. However, this is not the case with the samples (5) and 
(6) where the poor computer fits are the result of assuming vani-
shing q.c.c. In fact the samples (5) and (6) have the non-zero 
electric field gradients. 
In all the complexes investigated in this work the quadrupole cou-
pling constant comes out to be -ve. One advantage to be noted for 
151 
the determination of the sign of the q.c.c. is that the Eu -^ qua-
drupole split spectra immediately gives information on sign of the 
electric field gradient. However, this is not possible in the case 
57 
of Mossbauer transitions similar to that of Pe , 
5.4 Discussion: 
The Europium (III) and Yttrium (III) complexes of Schiff bases have 
some unusual features different from other Lanthenide (III) group 
65 
complexes . In these complexes the coordination of metal ions is 
not known, Further, there are no microscopic studies to indicate 
ionic characters aJid quadrupole coupling constant (q.c.c) etc.,. 
The complexes investigated here are very new and the crystaJL stru-
ctures, coordination number etc., are not known. Hov;ever, the C,H, 
N and 01 analyses, thennogravlmetric analyses, molaj? conductance 
data, magnetic moments, melting points and infrared spectra suggest 
the possible structures for the complexes as following. 
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(1) Eu.L.Cl.H 0; L = bis- (Acetyl Acetone) Benzidine 
•Qt 
(2) Bti.I.C1.3H20; L = bis-VaJi i l l in Benzidine 
H ' C 
"3 0 
'CL H^ O 
(3) Eu,L.G1.3H20; L = b i s - C S a l . ) - o - d i a J i i s i d i n e 
-a. w^o 
(4) Eu,L,Gl,3H„0; L = bis-(Van.)-o-phenylene diamine 
a 
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S 
(5) [Eu.L.Cl5]Cl,2H^0; L = th iourea = M -C-
H\^ I 
im. 
L 
a 
Eu 
C£ 
NH2, 
1 
I 
MHz 
\ 
-a 
151 J. 
The isomer shift data of Eu '^  complexes so far studied indicate 
151 the divalent low spin Eu -^  complexes generally have ahout -13.0 
to -10,0 mm/s whereas the low spin trivalent configurations have 
a positive shift of 0.0 to 1.5 mm/s. The isomer shift of the 
complexes studied in this work have a range ahout of +0,5 to +1,0 
151 
mm/s indicating that the Bu -^  configuration is definitely a low 
spin trivalency Eu (III). The coordination numher of the complex 
(1) and (5) are expected to he five and that of (2) and (3) as six 
151 
and that of (4) being seven. The isomer shift data of Eu -^  comp-
lexes, in general, follows the rule that an increase coordination 
number and increase covalency will always decrease the Isomer Shi-
ft , However, the comparision of the complex type (I) which has 
the coordination number five has a less positive isomer shift in 
comparision to the complexes of types (2) and (3) which are hexa-
coordinated. So this discrepancy could be certainly due to the hi-
ghly covalent character of the bonds in the type (I) complex. That 
is to say, ajnong the complexes studied type (I) ligand produces the 
highest covalent bond formation with the central metal ion. Of the 
type (2) and (3) complexes the (2) has less isomer shift indicating 
more covalent character of the bonds. These complexes are most unusual in showing the quadrupole splitt-
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ing of Eu (III) caused by the highly distorted crystallographic 
sites occupied by Bu -^  ion. The q.c.c, in these Schiff base co-
mplexes is found to be fairly large -ve. The highest -ve q.c.c. 
being that for the type (l ) complex. It should be noted that as 
the coordination number increases from five to seven, q.c.c. dec-
reases in magnitude monotonically and this decrease can be under-
stood on the fact that the electronic charge distribution surround-
ing the metal ion tends towards spherical sym^ netry as the coordin-
ation number increases. The tentative structures proposed by N, 
Ahmad and his collaborators * seem to be in agreement with the 
Mossbauer data. 
All the Schiff base complexes studied here have large -ve q.c.c. 
Generally,the inorganic complexes of rare earth systems tend to 
have inequivalent sites for the Europium ion. However, one does 
not hope to have such inequivalent sites in the Schiff base compl-
exes. Further, most of the coordination complexes have very low 
f-factors whereas the complexes studied here have a fairly high f-
factors allowing to make measurements even at room temperature. 
These aspects should be useful for a precision evaluation of the 
ratio of the quadrupole moments Q /Q =R when one studies the thic-
kness and temperature dependence of the quadrupole coupling cons-
tant. However, such measurements are not attempted due to lack of 
experimental facilities. 
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APPE1?DIX - I 
The useful matrix elements of D,;f,j^(a,p,"/) for <J=1 and 2 are calcu-
lated as belov; using the relation 
d .^j^ Cp) = [(J+N)!(J-H)!(J+M»)!(J-M')!]''/^ 
S 
^ y ^~^ • ^•,-PN2J+M-.M'-2S 
^ ^ (J-M'-S)!(J+M-S)!(S+M*-M)!§! ^cos§) 
s 
v/here S is an integer such that the factorial arp;uments are greater 
than or equal to zero, 
(a) For J=1 
T)^ - cT^^^i slnpv . ^1 ^sinPx -iV 
o,-r1 '^  T2 '' ® ' ^0,0 - ^°^P 
- 1 , 0 - ® ^ T 2 ^  
(h) For J=2 
D2^2 ^ , -2ia( l t |osI)2 , - 21 / . ,^2 ^_^ ^ ^-2ia(1: :pl3 e^ i^V 
^1,1 = e-2^«(-2coB^|sin|) e'^^D^^.^ = e-2i«(-2cos|sin5|) e^ ^^ ^ 
^-2,2= e*2ia(l::|osl)2 ^-2i/ .^2^ ^ _^^ ^.2ia(li |os£)2 ^.21< 
^-2,1= e"2^«(2co4sin5|) e'^ ^^ ^1?:,,.,= e^^ia^^eos^fsinf) e^ "^^  
T.2 . r l . + 2 i a ^ . 2g .>Da,o = i-'^'JI^"^'^ 
-2 o" *8 '^  contd.. 
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])2 _ - l a 
^1 ,2 - ® ( 2 c o s 5 | s i n | ) e - 2 i ^ . B^ ^^2=.2e-i«{cos |s in5f) e^^ i^V 
D^^^ = e " ^ ° ^ . l [ ( 2 c o s M ) ( c o s p + l ) ] e"^"^ 
I>^^_^= e ' " ^ ° ' . | [ ( l + 2 c o s P ) ( l - c o s P ) ] e"^  iY 
^ 1 , 0 = "^2 ^"^''siTiPcosP » -D ^ o= e (2cos:^in-^^; e 
— I »^ d c. 
D ^ «= e (-2cos S-sm^) e )2 . 
-1 , -2 p O J - i i p 
-iV 
^ - 1 , 1 = e ' "^°^ . | [ ( l+2cosp ) ( l - cosp ) ] e" 
x2 ->+ia Irz-r, a *\i o . j \T -.+iV D : ^ ^ _ ^ = e " ' ^ " . l [ ( 2 c o s M ) ( c o s P + l ) ] e 
2^ 
^ -1 0 =^2 e"^^°^sinpcosp 
^ 0 , - 1 = -Vfsinpoosp e*^'' 
' ^0 ,1 = i r | s inPcosP e"^ 
5 ^ 0 , 0 = 1 - | B i ^ ^ P 
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B s B ^ W t i l ) « W f T T P ) 
KKsKK + JLNCINp 
C C ^ T l N U F 
KKsKlNV 
CC 71 l I s N P T t l e . T G A l ^ A X 
CC 2? JjsII.IfAVAX 
KKsKK+1 
CCNTlNlJF 
KKsKK+.^NCTNv 
CCNTl'^^F 
GC TO (27,2/}).TlNV 
I = T + 1 
IINVsl 
F F s o . 
KLsNN 
CC ?6 i=l,w 
F c n s ' - U K L ) 
FF = FF + F ( n « F ( n 
26 C C N T I ^ J O F 
ICGNT=1 
I S S s l 
f C = N * l 
lFP = T P P l N T « f T r P T K T - l ) 
ITCsO 
IPSsl 
iPCaO 
27 I F C S T P C ^ I F H T N - T 
PPI^^T30,tTC.^'c,FF 
F'PINT 31 , (Xf I1 ..T=1,M) 
IF(TpC328,2q,5'5 
28 F P l N T 3 0 , n c . V r , F F 
30 FCp^^A'^(//^X.9^-ITEHATIfN,^4,J9, 16H C^LlS 
PPINT i l , ( X f n , l 3 l » N ) 
31 F C P V A T C 5 X , 9 P V J P T A B L E S # / ( 5 F . 24,14)J 
FPINT 32,CFfI'),l5l,M) 
32 F C p v A l ( 5 X , 9 P F f N C T l C N S # / ( 5 E 2 4 , l 4 ) ) 
IPCslPP 
22 
21 
15 
24 
25 
-'9^ 
Qf C A L F U N i S X f 2 H f 5 , E 2 4 , l 4 ) 
7» 
36100 
36^00 
36300 
^6^00 
36800 
36§oo 
36700 
36800 
36900 
37000 
37100 
37200 
373G0 
37400 
37500 
37600 
37700 
37800 
J790C 
l e o o o 
38l0C 
18200 
S830O 
36400 
38S0O 
3 B 6 O C 
38700 
38800 
38900 
39O0C 
39100 
19200 
39300 
39400 
39500 
39600 
39700 
39800 
1B900 
40000 
40100 
4o2cO 
4o3oo 
404G0 
465C0 
4o6co 
IC7C0 
40800 
4o9oO 
4lOoO 
4llc0 
41200 
4l300 
4i4co 
4li00 
^41100 
*ll700 
41900 
41900 
42000 
29 
35 
10 
37 
38 
33 
36 
3 4 
40 
39 
42 
44 
43 
45 
41 
47 
48 
46 
GC TaC2q,3;n,TPS 
GC T O ( 3 4 , 3 5 I , T C C ; N T 
IF(TPPANT)33,T3.37 
p p I ^j T 3 n 
FCPMfl'IC//5X,4f HVfl02A 
IPS = 2 
GC TO 2 R 
PFtUpN 
ICCfOT = l 
DC 39 1=1#N 
KaK + 1 
KKsKK+W 
W(I)=0, 
CD 4 0 ^sl,f^ 
KKsKK+1 
CONTT''*^E 
C C N T I ^ J U F 
TMaO. 
K S K T N V 
DC 4 1 ll=l,N 
I I F = T I + N 
v^ (11F ) f W ( T I p 1 4 W ( K) « W (11) 
JLsTT+1 
IF(JL';:)42,42,43 
DC 44 ^JsJl.N 
JJPrjJ+N 
KsK + J 
Vv(liP)=W(IipUW(K)*WCJj) 
W(Jjp)sw(Jjp)4W(K)«W(lI) 
C C N T I ' ^ U E 
KsK + l 
lF(nM-ABS Cw(Tn«W(iiF)))45,4l»4l 
DNsApS ( K C l T U w r l l P n 
KLsTi 
CHA^»Gt = 0. 
f^ C 46 .-^ slfN 
A { n s 0 , 
DC 47 OsNPLllS.NN 
JLsJl+'^PHJSN 
C C N T T '^  U F 
iFfAB''^ CF(n«rHANGE)-AB£ C^ (I)) ) 48 , 48 , 46 
C C N T I ^ I J E 
DC 4<5 •^=1,M 
iTslI+l 
Flf^AL VALUES CF FUNCTIONS ANp VApIABlES) 
l'} 
45 CCNTI^UE 
FCsFF 
A C C S O J I / C H A N G F 
XLsn. 
IS=1 
XSTFps'AVINl (f .5,FSCAl.E/ChANGF.) 
lF(rHANGE-l".)K0»50,5l 
50 ICCNT=2 
51 CALL VL;niA(TT.XC»FC,6fACC,0,l,XsTEP) 
GC TC(52,?J3.5i.S3),n 
52 NCsMC+l 
IF(WC-'*^AXFUM')':4,54,55 
55 FPINT ^ft.VAxFiN 
56 F0pwATC5X,5PVAn2A»l6»l6»^ C A U S CF C A L F U N ) 
ISS = 2 
GC TO 53 
54 XLaXC-'^L 
CC 57 ^Jsl,N 
XCJl = XCj)+Xl«V. fji 
57 CCNTl'^^F 
XLrxC 
CALL CALFUNfV.N,F»X) 
FCao. 
DC 51^  J = 1»M 
FC=FC*F(J)«F(J1 
58 CCNTI^UF 
GC T0(^9,59,6nf IS 
60 KsN 
IF(FC''FF)61.51.62 
61 lSr7 
FMlNsFC 
FSECsl^F 
GC TCI t;3 
62 iSsi 
F V IN s F F 
FSFCsFC 
GC TP C3 
59 lF(FC-FSFC)ft4.51»!?l 
64 KsKsTPi:E 
GO T0n5,74l,7S 
75 K = N 
74 lF(FC-FNaN)^5.51,66 
66 FSECaf^' 
GC TO b3 
65 IS3 3''iS 
psECrFViM 
FMlMaFC 
63 CC 67 0=1,N 
KsK + l 
W(K)sX(Jl 
67 CCNTI'^UE 
DC 6rt vJs l ,P 
KaK + 1 
l * C K ) = F l j i 
68 CONTI'^OE 
GC TC 51 
53 KsKstDpE 
80 
KKsN 
GC T0C69,70,6q^,lS 
70 K;N 
KKsKSTUpK 
69 SUVsO» 
DV = o. 
nc 71 ^=1fN 
KsK + l 
KKsKK+1 
71 CCNTT'^HJE 
DC 72 Jslif' 
KK = {<K+l 
JJsJJ+1 
F(J)=W(K) 
CM=^^' + ^'• CJ)«v (JJ) 
72 CCNTl'^'UE 
GC TC(73,10i,TSS 
73 J ? K I N V 
CC 76 .•^ =l'Kl 
K S J + KI'-I 
76 C C N T I ^ ^ E 
lF(KL''M77,7fl.7fi 
77 K L s K l M 
OjzK 
DC 7<3 I = Kl ,K 
t<?K4l 
J S J + N P L U S - I 
79 CCNTlf^Uf; 
GC TC 88 
78 E s l ' . / i ^ C N ) 
88 K S K I N V 
CC flO i = ]» lT .E5S 
Ee = P«*^ ( I ) 
CC fll J = I , I T . F 5 S 
W ( K ) 5 ' ^ ( K ) - B p « v f J ) 
K3K + 1 
81 CCNTTf^UF 
KsK + 1 
80 C O N T I ' ^ U E 
83 C H * N G E = 0 . 
GC TO ^A 
82 F F B F ? ^ I N 
CHjJNGt^ABS rXrH<CHANGF-
81 
84 XLs-nf' 
SUWsi , 
K S K S T O 
EC fl5 
KsK + l 
85 CCNTI^^ 
CC 86 
KsK + 1 
EC fi7 
KK5KK+ 
87 CONTI^ 
86 CONTjf^ 
GC TO 
C I M F N S 
GC TC 
DC ? 1 
I V IN = I 
DC 1 J 
S U V s O , 
DC 4 •^  
SllN-SU 
4 C C N T I " ^ 
V A P d f 
VAPfJ» 
3 CCNTl'^ 
7 CCNTl 
P E T U p N 
5 T B A S s C 
N V IM s f^  
DC 6 I 
J C U p s l 
DC 7 J 
7 CCNTI'^ 
IDElrl 
DC 9 J 
KVTNsJ 
KCUP=J 
DC q K 
IDFLsI 
KCUpsK 
9 C C N T T ^ 
iDElsl 
OCDpaO 
'SGPT (5lJ^ ' + ^ V^^XL) 
t 
1 = 1,M 
U M « ( K f K i 4 X L » F ( I ) ) 
I 
J = l ,N 
M P L U S ^ 
UE 
UE 
14 
T I N E svriA(^^#N,VAF,ivciy,iVFAF) 
W ( 6 0 n O w V ( 3 0 0 ) , 1 ( ( 3 c C ) , ^ C ( 3 C C ) 
iON V A P f 2 0 , 2 0 ) 
N + N 
( t , 5 ) . I v P A P 
# (V N 4 7 1 
= I P ' T N ' . T N A X , M N 
i 
J ) » S U v 
nssuv 
UE 
I^UE 
"1 
l^TN + I 
= 1 , N 
UE 
^3AS 
= 1# 
Un 
CUP 
DEL 
c n p 
i J ) 
I K ) 
UE 
cup 
N M T N 
+ Wf T r F L ) * V » ( j C U F ) 
T N . N 
• I 
• W f I r E L ) * W ( K C u c ) 
• l*f I r F l ) * 1 « ( J C U F ) 
gi-
l l 
10 
6 
12 
43 
44 
15 
1 
S 
4 
7 
10 
11 
13 
32 
CC 10 J s l f N 
CC 11 1^=1,N 
SUNsSl'^-fKCK)*!. (KCUP) 
KClJpsK'-UF+VN 
V A P f I ^ J ) a £ l l v 
VftP(0#i)aSUN 
CCNTll^^F 
P E T U R I ^ 
END 
S U E P G ^ J I I N E VDf 1 A ( 1 T E S T , X , F , V A X F 1 1 N , A B S A C C , » ^ E L A C C » X S T E P ) 
GO TC Cl,2,7).ITEST 
iSsfi^lTEST 
ITEST=1 
IINCsl 
XI N C = ^ S T E F + V S T F P 
fC=TS'3 
lF(vC)4,4,l«i 
IFC^A'^i.UN''f^C)l2# t ^ H 5 
ITEST=4 
XsDP 
FsEP 
lF(Ffi-*'Cn5.1«;,44 
XSDC 
FsFC 
PFTlipf^ 
GC TC Cs,6»7»PlflS 
TS = i 
CCrX 
FCsF 
X=X+XSTEP 
GC TO ^ 
IF(FC''' ) 9 M 0 . 1 1 
x=x+xiwc 
XINCsXlNC+XTNr 
GC TO 3 
DBsX 
FRsF 
XINC=^XINC 
GO TO 13 
CBsnc 
FBsFC 
DC = X 
FCsF 
XsDC+^C-DE 
iSa? 
GC TO 3 
DAsrB 
DBsnC 
FAsFP 
FB = FC 
DC = X 
FCaF 
GC TO M 
83 
5 
17 
18 
19 
)6 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
H 
25 
25 
37 
35 
34 
36 
38 
39 
3 3 
41 
40 
42 
45 
26 
10 
IF(FB 
IFCF" 
FA = FB 
CAsHB 
FE = F 
CBsX 
GC TO 
IF(FA 
FAsFC 
FCsXl 
)<INC = 
csxrc 
ncsxi 
XINC = 
iFcjD 
IF(F-
FCsFP 
CCsTB 
GC TC 
FAxF 
DA = x 
IF(FB 
IINC = 
XiNCs 
IFCFB 
C=(FA 
IF(D* 
IF(RB 
IF(fiB 
ITFST 
GC TC 
iSsi 
X = D 
iFtrD 
IS = 5 
GC TO 
I F ( A R 
i S s ? 
GC TO 
XsDC 
GC TO 
I F ( A 8 
X s o . 5 
l F ( f ) ( 
X s 0'. 5 
l F ( t D 
ITE 
GC TO 
END 
SUEpO 
CCNVC 
DIIMFN 
CCywC 
FEAT 
BSLTN 
DC i n 
K ( I ) 
COMTI 
• F C ) 1 6 . 
F B ) 1 8 , 1 
1 1 . 1 7 
2 . 3 2 
14 
• • - 0 ) 2 1 , 2 1 , 2 0 
FA 
NC 
DA 
NC 
DC 
• D B ) « (n 
' ' ' * ) 2 3 o 
19 
* r C ) ) 3 2 , 2 2 , 5 2 
4 . 2 4 
• ' ' ' 0 25 , 2 ' ! . 29 
2 
DC 
• ^ C ) 2 9 . 
• ' ' B ) / CD 
( D B - D C ) 
*{DE+DC 
S (D • ) (1 
S (D-XT 
= 2 
43 
4K , 2 9 
A , D B ) - ( F f l ' F C ) / ( n A - D C ) 
) 4 3 , 3 7 , 3 7 
- f F P f F O / D ) 
*PRS ( A B S A C C ) ) 3 4 , 3 4 , 3 5 
• J R S ( D « P F L A C C ) ) 3 4 # 3 4 , 3 6 
A * D C ) « f D r - r i ^ 3 , 2 ( ^ , 3 8 
( 3 9 H n l . n f ^ C 
S ( X I N c U f l R S ( D C - C ) ) 4 1 , 3 , 3 
( 4 l , 4 2 ) , T I N C 
10 
S (XINf 
*CXINC4 
1NC»X)« 
*CnB4Dr 
B»X)«cx 
ST=3 
43 
• X)-ABS (X-»CC))42,42/3 
DC 1 
C>-DC))26#26#3 
-rC)526,26,3 
A T F U N C N P , N , F , X ) 
C),XC(30QJ,\C(3cO),YC(3CC) 
2r),F(3O0),F(8),H(8) 
PFf'(20) 
DXINE r 
^ wceon 
SiON Xf 
N'PAPM/ 
If^TEK 
=^(l):wIrTH=X(2);CGsX(3) 
Isl,Np 
= 0,0 
s^ 
72100 DP IS Isl.8 
72200 Hfl)?X(3+T) 
72300 l5 FfT) = X(n+Ii 
72400 DC ?0 lsl»Np 
72S00 DC 70 0=1»8 
72600 20 ^C(T)=5fC(T)+HfJ)/(1.0*(('!C(n-GG-P(Jh/WlUTH)««2il 
72700 DC 10 .^=l»Np 
72800 ^CfI)=Cl,0-YGfI))*BSLIN 
72S00 10 F(n3t.''P(I)-'^f fI))/SGPT C^D(I)) ^ 
73000 PETllpM 
73100 ENr 
c) 
95" 
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